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THE ACHIEVEMENT OF THE AMERICAN LAW SCHOOL
By RoscoE POUND*
There are three functions of the lawyer: The agent's function,
one of guiding those who seek the aid of the courts in their quest
of justice; the advocate's function, one of effective presentation of
controversies to the tribunals; and the jurist's function, one of finding and formulating the principles and precepts by which just
results may be reached in particular cases. These functions were
well developed in Rome. As a jurisconsult, the jurist, from adviser
to judges and litigants became a writer of treatises. In the third
century, when legislation superseded juristic writing as the growing point of the law, the law teacher took the place of the practitioner or writer. From that time in the Civil Law system the jurisconsult became a law teacher. In the organization of justice handed down by Justinian there were law schools and the advocate's
function and the jurisconsult's function were merged. The term
jurisconsult was applied only to teachers and writers.
The Roman Empire in the West fell in 476. Roman law in
Western Europe was decaying from the fourth century to the
twelfth century, when the study of law was revived in Italian universities. The Germanic law, brought in by the invaders who overthrew the Empire, had no means of growth because it was not a
taught law and had no corpus juris and no organs of legislation.
In the earlier Middle Ages only the law of the Church was growing.
In Continental Europe law teaching became academic from the
time when the teaching of Roman law was revived in the Italian
universities. The teachers were professors in the universities,
teaching from books. They were jurists writing commentaries on
authoritative texts, seeking to organize and systematize the law
which was developed in the universities from those texts. On the
other hand, in England the teaching of law in the Inns of Court,
as it grew up from the thirteenth century, was professional, not
academic. The teachers were practising lawyers, in touch with the
law in action, seeking to develop the law of England as a working
system for meeting concrete problems of adjusting relations and
ordering conduct. Teaching in the Inns of Court was tied to the
work of the courts. Thus, the common law became characteristically a law of the courts and has been such ever since, whereas the
civil law is a law of the universities. The close contact of common
law legal education with the work of the courts was decisive in
enabling the judges to develop Anglo-American law through judicial decision.
Thus, English lawyers at the end of .the Middle Ages had developed a well-organized profession, maintaining a professional
tradition, providing adequate teaching of those who were to enter
the profession, and actively furthering the development of the law.
It is usual to speak of the fourth year of James I (1607) as the
date of colonization of what is now the United States. At that time
the common law was still in the stage of the strict law. It was the
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law of the age of Coke, not that of the age of Mansfield. To the
plain Puritan who emigrated to America it seemd "a dark and
knavish business." Its records were in Latin and the reports in
Law French. It was heavily burdened with the formalism of the
strict law and its ideals were those of the relationally organized
society of the Middle Ages and so not in accord with those of pioneers opening up the wilderness. Moreover, English law of that.
time was hard on dissenters who were in larger part colonizing
America because it spoke from an era of organization while the
colonists largely spoke from an age of individualism. Law books
were few then, even in England. The first American law book, a
reprint of the text of Magna Carta and the great statutes of Edward
I, was published in 1687. Besides, the clergy were supreme in the
colonies in the seventeenth century and were looked to as guides,
whereas the public looked to lawyers in the nineteenth century. In
New England the clergy strove to govern their communities from
the Bible and their individual sense of justice. Also, the royal
governors frequently interfered with the administration of justice
so as to dispense a personal justice rather than a justice according
to law. This continued, more or less, until the Revolution. Reception of the common law was earlier and more complete in Virginia
than elsewhere. In the colonies, generally, it began at the end of
the seventeenth century and was not complete in all respects at the
Revolution.
In the development of a bar in the colonies in the century and
three quarters from the first settlement to the Declaration of Inde-
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pendence there was first an attempt to administer justice without
lawyers, later a period of irresponsible filling out of writs by court
officials and pettifoggers, then one of admitted practitioners in permanent organizations, and finally one of trained lawyers-the bar
at the eve of the Revolution. Each of those stages lasted somewhat
longer than a generation, longer in some colonies than in others,
but a traceable sequence in all. Planned administration of justice
without lawyers has been a feature of all Utopias, and a phenomenon of revolutions from the time of Jack Cade's rebellion. But the
moment the task of law goes beyond one of policing a pioneer,
rural, agricultural community, assistance to those who seek justice
is more and more urgently called for and well-manned and wellorganized assistance to those who come to or are taken before the
public tribunals, becomes a significant feature of legal polity.
In Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, and Maryland the traditional English system as to attorneys was followed.
Each court admitted attorneys to practice before it. In Rhode
Island, Connecticut, and Delaware each court of general jurisdiction
admitted attorneys to practice before it, but admission by one court
sufficed to Puthorize practice in all others. In the other colonies
there was centralized control over admission to practice. In Delaware there was a distinction between those who practiced in the
courts of common law and those who practiced in equity, corresponding to the English distinction between attorney and solicitor,
down to 1858. In Massachusetts there was a distinction between
barrister and attorney, but not the English distinction. A barrister
was only a senior attorney. There was no distinction as to the required education. In New Jersey in 1798 the supreme court provided
for an order of serjeants who conducted examinations for admission
to the bar; but this was abolished in 1835. It came to be the general
practice for an admitted attorney to state in open court that an
applicant had "read law attentively" in his office for two years
(the time was later extended to three), whereupon the court directed the clerk to administer the oath.
A barrister admitted by one of the Inns of Court in England
was qualified to practice as a barrister in the colonies. Hence in
the American colonies it was the cutom for parents who could
afford it to send their sons to study in the Inns of Court. Between
1760 and the Revolution more than one hundred Americans were
studying there. They had the great advantages of access to complete libraries and opportunity of taking notes in the courts at
Westminster. The majority in the bar, at the time of the Revolution, were graduates of the nine American colleges. The American bar on the eve of the Revolution was on the whole an educated
profession.
Conservatism, which has generally been a characteristic of
lawyers, led many of the strongest of those who were in practice
at the Revolution to take the Royalist side, so that the profession
was for a time decimated. In consequence of political conditions
after the Revolution, the public was very hostile to things English
and it was impossible for the common law to escape the odium of
its English origin. Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Kentucky legislated against citation of English decisions in the courts, and there
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was a court rule against such citation in New Hampshire. Almost
nothing of the decided cases of that time in most of the
states seemed worthwhile to report. Kent, Marshall, Story, and
the great judges who came later upon the bench, found neither
help nor hindrance from reported decisions of their American
predecessors. Moreover, the idea of a profession was repugnant to
the Jeffersonian era. It was felt that all callings should be on the
same footing-the footing of a money-making calling. To add
dignity to any calling by labeling it a profession was considered
undemocratic and un-American. All the states made admission to
the bar an easy matter with only a minimum of qualification.
Yet, great lawyers practiced in this period. Six of the ten outstanding names in the judicial history of the United States, five of
whom were college graduates and two of whom studied under great
lawyers of the period before the Revolution, handed down a noble
tradition. But American legal education, as we know it today, is
a product of law schools, departments of universities. Professional
organization, developing and maintaining the spirit of a profession,
which became decadent and substantially disappeared, was revived
by the bar associations, and became a force after 1870, following
establishment of the Bar Association of the City of New York.
Legal education, emphasizing study rather than apprenticeship,
developed gradually from apprenticeship in the period of decadent
professional organization; this was taken over by universities and
became established in the form in which it has gradually gone
round the world since 1870.
In 1750 the Vinerian Professorship of English Law at Oxford
was established for Blackstone, who had not made a place for himself in practice and had fallen back on his fellowship of a college.
This led to Blackstone's Commentaries on the Laws of England
(1765-1769), the classical text-book introduction to the common
law from which students were taught in America for at least a
century. In 1777, the legislature of Connecticut proposed to endow
a professorship of law at Yale, if given some part in the appointment and government of the college. The Yale Corporation would
not agree to this and the plan fell through. But professorships of
law, established on the Oxford example, were held by Thomas
Jefferson (1779) succeeded by George Wythe (1779- 1780) at William and Mary, by James Wilson (1790) at the College of Philadelphia (now the University of Pennsylvania), by David Howard
(1790) at Brown, and by James Kent (1794) at Columbia. Out of
the latter grew later Kent's Commentaries on American Law (18261830) which has stood for the common law in America where
Blackstone had stood for the common law of the English-speaking
world. But these academic lectures did not essay a complete preparation for the practice of law which still went on in the offices
of practicing lawyers.
Later a type of law school grew up on the model of a magnified
law office in which the students read books but were quizzed and
guided as a group by practitioners as had been done singly by practitioners. These private law schools, conducted by a corps of
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teachers, could grow into faculties of law as faculties of universities.
The first and greatest of these schools was the Litchfield Law
School founded by Tapping Reeve at Litchfield, Connecticut, in
1784. He became a judge of the superior court in 1789, and later
chief justice. In 1798, James Gould, whose Principles of Pleading
in Civil Actions (1832) was long the standard American text, was
associated as instructor and became head of the Litchfield Law
School on Judge Reeve's death in 1823. He was assisted by an
instructor. The school was discontinued in 1833. It was the forerunner of the Americ&n law school of today. It combined lectures,
prescribed reading, and practical exercises in a system of instruction carried on in an expanded law office. Students came to it
from every part of the country. Not less than seventeen states and
the District of Columbia were represented in its roll of students
during the forty-nine years of its existence. It trained two justices
of the Supreme Court of the United States, eight chief justices of
state courts, forty judges of higher state courts, and a long list of
governors, senators, and members of the cabinet. It lacked the
atmosphere of culture and higher education and ample library
facilities, which are given to legal education in the American university of today.
In September, 1815, the Harvard Corporation voted to establish the Royall Professorship of Law, a chair on the model of the
Vinerian Professorship at Oxford, which had already been provided for in four American universities. Chief Justice Isaac Parker,
the first Royall Professor, in his inaugural lecture, foreshadowed
what was to come. He said: "At some future time, perhaps,
a school for the instruction of resident graduates in jurisprudence
may be usefully ingrafted on this professorship; and there is no
doubt that when that shall happen one or two years devoted to
study under a capable instructor before they shall enter into the
office of a counsellor to obtain a knowledge of practice will tend
greatly to improve the character of the bar of our state." He significantly added, referring to the Litchfield School: "A respectable
institution of this sort in a neighboring state, unconnected with any
public Seminary, has been found highly advantageous in the education of young gentlemen to the bar." In this building upon the
conception of the Litchfield School is the genesis of the American
university law school of today.
Accordingly, as Royall Professor, Chief Justice Parker proposed
to the Corporation another additional professorship and the establishment of a school as a department of the university with a
course of study in addition to the lectures of the Royall Professor.
The plan was adopted and in June, 1817, Asahel Stearns, a lawyer
practicing in Cambridge, was elected University Professor of Law.
The degree of Bachelor of Laws was provided for, and the students
in the law school were put on the same footing generally "in respect
to privileges, duties, and observances of college regulations as by
the laws pertain to resident graduates."
After ten years the new arrangement was not working out
well. The number of students began to decline. Chief Justice
Parker resigned the Royall Professorship; Professor Stearns was
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elected County Attorney of Middlesex County, and resigned his
professorship. It looked for a time as if the plan of a law school
as a part of a great university would fail. Happily, Nathan Dane,
the draftsman of the celebrated Northwest Territory Ordinance, and
author of Dane's Abridgement, the pioneer digest of American legislation and judicial decision, conceived the idea of putting Joseph
Story at the head of the school, providing an adequate endowment,
and setting it definitely upon its feet. In this he succeeded. Story,
a man of prodigious industry, who was able to sit as one of the
justices of the Supreme Court of the United States at Washington,
to sit as the justice assigned to the First Federal Circuit, to serve
as Dane Professor of Law and head of the Harvard Law School, and
to write the classical treatise on constitutional law and no less classical exposition of the main topics of Anglo-American commercial
law, was put at the head of the school. John Hooker Ashman, who
at the age of twenty-nine had already made his mark as a lawyer,
was, on Story's recommendation, appointed Royall Professor. From
this time the progress of the law school, as a true part of the university and as the controlling agency of legal education, was
assured.
In 1882 Harvard Law School had a building of its own in the
Harvard Yard-Dane Hall, destroyed by fire in 1918. Although
Ashman (a victim of tuberculosis) died young after a scant four
years of teaching, there was a succession of great teachers, authors
(as the product of their teaching) of great treatises, long standard
texts for practitioners, expounded by law teachers and studied by
students who carried on the work begun by Story. Greenleaf, Parsons, and Washburn kept up the succession in what became standard texts for a generation. In contemporary schools, William Henry
Rawle, John Barbie Minor, Thomas McIntyre Cooley, and Melville
Madison Bigelow, maintained the flow of classical texts from American law schools till the end of the nineteenth century.
Credit for the decisive step in establishing the law school as
a faculty of a university with the organization, prestige, requirements as to admission, study and graduation, corps of teachers, and
appointments fully on a high academic level, must be given to
President Eliot. On the resignation of Theophilus Parsons as Dane
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Professor in 1870, Eliot, newly elected President of Harvard, sought
to provide a dean and faculty as something more than what had
grown up from the merging of office preceptorship and private
proprietary school. With this in view, he brought Langdell, whom
he had known when an undergraduate at Harvard while Langdell
was writing notes for Parsons on Contracts, to the Law School as
Dean and Dane Professor. What is more, he provided for the award
of the ordinary degree only after examination and provided for
government of the school by a faculty presided over by the dean in
the absence of the president of the university. Theretofore the professorships had been held by judges or lawyers of high reputation
at the bar. Langdell, while recognized by those who knew him as
an able, well ready and successful practitioner, was not of outstanding reputation as successor of Story, Greenleaf and Parsons. Choice
of the head of the school not on the basis of reputation as practitioner or judge, whose very name would give weight to the school,
but on the basis of capacity to understand, expound and develop
the law, the experience of the jurisconsult, not of the advocate,
was a radical step forward. This putting of law teaching in its
place as part of the work of professional education in a university
maintained itself in the generation after Langdell's appointment
and has come to prevail generally in the common-law world except
in England, where it has only slowly been gaining acceptance at
Cambridge and Oxford and to some extent at London.
As late as 1912 the dean of the law school of a state university
could say that it was the business and duty of the state university
law school to teach the law of the jurisdiction as part of the common law. In the United States we used to hear, on disputed questions of legal doctrine, about the Pennsylvania rule or the New
York rule, or the Ohio rule or the California rule, as if there were
some geographical relation of a legal doctrine to give it character.
As the teaching of law has passed from the proprietary school and
university schools on its model to faculties of law, as distinguished
from teachers of local laws, we no longer hear of this cult of local
law. The American law school of today stresses local teaching of
general law not general teaching of local law. Today, two of the
judges of the highest courts in England had a large part of their
legal education in an American law school and one of the justices
of the Supreme Court of the United States studied at length in
England. One of the judges of the Supreme Court of Canada was
recently a graduate of an American law school. The Englishspeaking world has come to think of law, not merely of laws. Law,
as a system of principles for administering justice, is taught in the
universities. Laws, rules for local policing, can be learned without
being taught.
As we move toward a world legal order, a world regime of
justice according to law, the idea that the training of the jurisconsult, developed in Roman law, preserved and handed down in
the medieval universities in their teaching of the civil law, developed for the common-law world by the American university law
schools, takes on primary significance. Legal education, as training
in the application of reason to experience, leads toward a law of
the world.
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LAW IN AN AGE OF REVOLUTIONt
BY THE

HONORABLE ARCHIBALD COX*

May I express at the outset my pleasure at joining you in the
dedication of this fine new Law Center. It marks a major step not
only in the flowering of the University of Denver but also in legal
institutions. Not the least significant aspect, I anticipate, will be its
usefulness in drawing together in one center both the practicing and
academic branches of the legal profession. For reasons I shall try to
explain a little later, the community is making increasing demands
upon both branches, and each has need of the other.
Upon occasions such as this, it is customary and highly appropriate that we look to the tasks to which we dedicate ourselves in
the use of new facilities-in this case as lawyers. This morning I ask
you to reflect for a moment upon the role of law and the tasks of
the lawyer in an age of revolution.
I
Ours is a period of changes so swift, so profound and on so vast
a scale that it is fair to call it an age of revolution. The familiarity
of the platitude does not diminish either its truth or the importance
of appreciating the fact most keenly.
Abroad the revolution has swept away colonialism and established new nations; it is changing the very structure of society. The
stirring peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America seek overnight to
wipe out poverty, disease and ignorance; to establish modern industrial societies, skipping the slow stages through which the
western world developed; and so to achieve in a few fast strides the
standards of living, both material and intellectual, which have heretofore been confined to North America and parts of Western Europe.
But this is not only a revolution of rising economic expectations. Its
spiritual side is sometimes described as rising nationalism. Whatever its name it is a natural demand for recognition as our equals,

made by our fellow men whom progress had passed by except as the
more fortunate condescended.
Even at home we face problems of revolutionary scope and
character. Perhaps the closest domestic parallel to the world-wide
upheaval is the accelerating movement to eliminate all forms of
public racial discrimination, not merely in name but in fact, thus
realizing for a large group of citizens the promise of the Declaration
of Independence that all men are created equal. Other revolutionary
forces are at work. The growth of the population is one. A second is
the rapid pace of scientific development. The ensuing technological
change is all too plainly promoting an economic revolution at a
faster pace and on a larger scale than the industrial revolution of
the nineteenth century. And as man stands on the edge of space we
can anticipate that his venture into space will bring changes no less

profound than the voyages of Columbus and Magellan.
Address delivered at the Dedication of
Solicitor.General of the United States.

the University of Denver Law Center,

September 28, 1961.
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It is common repute that the legal profession seldom finds a
revolutionary atmosphere congenial, and an opinion so widely held
cannot be utterly unfounded. Lawyers devote their lives to the
orderly conduct of the affairs of the community in accordance with
general rules, while even a peaceful revolution is hardly an orderly
process and it invariably compels changes in the rules by which the
society was governed. For almost a century many of the leaders of
the profession have been attracted to the service of business and financial interests which believe, not always wisely, that preservation
of the status quo will best serve their interests. But whatever may
have been the prevailing attitude of the legal profession in particular periods, surely resistance to change is not an inherent, inescapable characteristic.
Lawyers played leading parts in the germinal events of AngloAmerican history from the days in which the power of the barons
was broken by the establishment of royal justice through the King's
courts down through our own New Deal Revolution. We honor as
lawyers Edward Coke for leading the parliamentary struggle against
the encroachment of the Stuart despots, James Otis for resistance to
the writs of assistance, Madison, Hamilton and John Marshall for
welding quarreling States into one Nation.
It is plain, moreover, that the greatest accomplishments of the
legal profession have all involved the germination of new ideas-the
creation of new concepts, new legal devices, new rules and new institutions-in response to new human needs and opportunities. To
choose an example from an altogether different field, how much of
the industrial and commercial revolution would we have enjoyed
without the imagination and technical skill displayed by lawyers in
organizing corporate enterprises and financing them through new
forms of security?
Whatever may have been true in the past, our own era has
urgent need for lawyers not to resist change but to channel the vita
forces at work in the community. For the question is not whether
changes will occur; the question is whether the peoples of the world,
in the course of revolution, will maintain and nurture-or abandon
-individual freedom. Unhappily we can no longer take the answer
for granted. Liberty is not man's only need, and in the world at large
Communism promises to satisfy all the rising expectations of the
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submerged and oppressed if only they will surrender individual
freedom. It is folly to suppose that if liberty is suppressed in the
world at large, we shall retain our own freedom.
It is through law that men enjoy freedom. Ours is a free society
because the law binds all men equally, the governors no less than
the governed. Even the people, the ultimate rulers in a democracy,
have subjected themselves to the restraint of law; for the Bill of
Rights prohibits even the majority from using its power to oppress
individuals or unpopular minorities, and the courts stand ready to
enforce the prohibition. The essential difference between the
western world and the Communist dictatorships is expressed in the
ancient words of Bracton-"Non sub homine sed sub Deo et lege."
In the modern world it is not enough for the lawyer to defend
the guarantees of individual freedom from government oppression.
Men have other needs and, if government under law is to survive,
we must prove that a society governed by law can effectively fulfill
them. This, too, I submit, is the special responsibility of lawyers. For
the lawyer's true work is guiding the organization of men to meet
man's needs. The forms of organization, governmental or private,
must be constantly revised to meet new problems and in the light of
changing social and economic conditions. Thus, there is a dual task:
preserving freedom through the rule of law and proving that law
can meet the needs of people.
III
In the early days of the Republic, lawyers were especially concerned, in their professional lives, with the government itself and
not only with its impact upon business ventures. This was true of
the leaders of the bar, men like George Wythe, John Adams, Madison, Hamilton, Marshall and Webster, and also of the hundreds of
forgotten names of men who guided the organization of state and
local governments. In later years, when lawyers were attracted in
increasing numbers to the service of corporate enterprise and the
pressure of business changed them from thinkers to doers, the profession largely abandoned the science and philosophy of government. Even the law schools suffered from the trend, barring the
work in administrative law and the study of federalism. How many
law schools offer creative instruction in Municipal Law or State and
Local Government? How many courses in Constitutional Law have
the breadth of the Federalist Papers?
In my judgment, the legal profession, in order to discharge its
public responsibilities, must now turn back to the study of government-to the machinery of government, the problems of organization and structure-and also to the relation between governmental
and private activities. Events are moving at a faster pace than the
science of government. And unless my aim is wide of the mark, the
key to the lawyer's dual task of preserving liberty while proving
that government under law can meet the needs of people lies somewhere in the study of governmental institutions, not omitting their
relation to individual citizens and private economic organizations.
Let me try to illustrate the point concretely by three examples
of domestic policy.
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For one example, consider how far the transformation of
America from a rural into an urban civilization has outmoded some
aspects of the very structure of government even to the point where
the obsolescence of the governmental machinery with which we
must work frustrates the effort to meet the community's needs.
Representation in state legislatures often dates back twenty-five or
fifty years. Since then the population of metrolopitan areas has exploded while that of the country districts has declined. Many states
are now governed by rural minorities, ignorant or indifferent to the
needs of the cities. In Tennessee, for example, two thirds of the state
legislators, both Senators and Representatives, are chosen by one
third of the people. In Vermont a ballot cast by a voter in the City of
Burlington has 1/676 of the legislative weight of a vote in one of the
mountain towns, because of malapportionment. Superficially one
might say that this is not a lawyer's problem; the solution is to reapportion the state legislatures. But the answer is not quite so easy.
In many states the malapportionment results from constitutional
provisions guaranteeing each town at least one representative in a
legislature whose size is limited, so that there is simply not room
for a proportionate number of representatives from each of the
cities. Nor is it clear that statistical equality is always a fair answer.
Justice includes protection for numerical minorities and a legislature dominated by a single vast city might be only a little less unfair to the rural areas and towns than domination by rural minorities is unfair to the cities. Where then lies the balance? And if one
knew the answer, what is the remedy for the present malapportionments and what is to prevent its recurrence? Malapportioned legislatures dominated by a minority seldom rush into this form of political suicide.
Malapportionment is only one example of our failure to keep
governmental institutions abreast of urban development. There is an
utter lack of correspondence between the cology of the metropolises
and the existing units of government. The affairs of the 168 Standard Metropolitan Areas listed by the Bureau of Census in 1950 were
administered by 16,000 governmental units-an average of 100 local
governments for each metropolis. As metropolises grew (business
and commerce), residential development and social institutions
spilled over political boundary lines, whether state or municipal,
yet little was done to revise the governmental organization. The
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mushrooming of suburbs about a decaying central city, we are told,
is the core of the substantive problems. Those who work and play
in the city live and pay taxes in the suburbs; in the suburbs there
is desperate need for community services while the center city suffers from an exodus of people and industry, accompanied by the
deterioration of vast residential areas and a declining tax base; between the two there lie chaotic traffic jams and inadequate mass
transportation. Obviously none. of the 100 governmental subdivisions which rule the one metropolis can solve its problems alone,
nor is the situation likely to be ameliorated by the disjointed efforts
of each unit seeking to serve its own selfish interests. Improvement
would require some measure of integrated planning, but how can
an integrated plan be developed by 100 independent governmental
units? Surely reorganizing the units of local governments or devising the machinery through which existing units can deal with
problems pervading a broader area is a challenge to the lawyer's
imagination and technical skill which surpasses in both difficulty
and importance the reorganization of business ventures.
For a second example I must ask you to leap suddenly into the
area of industrial relations and to focus your attention upon what
I conceive to be the need for new institutional and organizational
arrangements involving the coordination of government and private
economic activity.
The extraordinary scientific achievements of recent years have
started a new technological revolution. The technological revolution
promises untold wealth but the inescapable economic dislocations,
coupled with the sharp rise in the labor force as a result of our
growing population, have made insecurity of employment and
actual unemployment our chief domestic dangers. Even under the
most favorable conditions, the dislocations give rise to temporary
unemployment and loss of pertinent skills. Even the immediate
transfer to a new job with another employer may involve loss of
seniority and pension rights. With anything less than extraordinary
luck, the dislocations create serious unemployment and depressed
areas like the iron and steel towns of Pennsylvania and the coal
fields of West Virginia. Nor is the solution likely to be found in
familiar remedies. To eliminate unemployment and create the
25,000 or 30,000 jobs a week needed for new workers entering the
labor market, we shall have to have a much quicker rate of economic
growth; but even this indispensable condition is not likely by itself
to cure the kind of unemployment from which we suffer. During
the 1950's the pace of economic activity alternately quickened and
declined; the percentage of unemployment fell and rose; but the
hard truth is that on the average the percentage of unemployment
rose constantly; and, despite the improvement in business, the percentage has not declined appreciably during the past spring and
summer.
The problem will not take care of itself. Nor can collective
bargaining alone meet the industrial workers' need for continued
or renewed employment at their former levels of skill. Collective
bargaining may be carried on by one company and one union, or it
may be industry-wide. But not even a whole industry, both manage-
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ment and labor, can adequately cope with the dislocations created
by a technological and industrial revolution. Coordination and cooperation upon a much broader scale are necessary. The fear of
automation can be dispelled and its promise can be realized only by
a multi-pronged attack both by government and in collective bargaining. The most searching study made in collective bargaining, the
work of the Automation Committee established by Armour and
Company jointly with the Amalgamated Meat Cutters and the
United Packinghouse Workers, reached this same conclusion.
The experience of working together in looking at the problems of automation during the past year-and-one-half has convinced all the members of the Committee of one thing. Only
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through a coordinated approach in which public policy and
private action mutually reinforce one another can the employment problems of technological change be met. Collective bargaining by itself cannot fully solve these problems.
Of course it is possible for government and industry each to go
its separate way. The government could concentrate upon achieving
the high rate of growth necessary to full-employment, upon
strengthening the Employment Service, upon aid to distressed areas
and revision of the unemployment compensation laws. In collective
bargaining, management and labor might deal with such matters
as job preferences and tranfers to new plants, retraining programs,
seniority, and devices like severence pay for cushioning the shock
of unemployment. If rationality prevails, however, there will be
much closer cooperation. And cooperation requires new organizational, new structural and procedural arrangements, in short, new
hybrid institutions, partly private and partly governmental.
Study of our second major problem in the area of industrial relations leads to a similar conclusion. For a quarter century, except
during the war and the Korean episode, the government's avowed
policy with respect to labor disputes has been marked by great concern for the negotiation of a settlement upon some terms-any terms
-and by considerable indifference to the substance of the bargain.
Over the same period collective bargaining produced-or, if it did
not produce, operated in the environment of-a rising level of wages
and prices. When the government's influence was felt in a real
crisis, under both Democratic and Republican administrations, it too
was in favor of a settlement upon terms that would buy peace. And
certainly this was the dominant philosophy, until recently, in the
thinking of most "public members."
The wage and price inflation carries some costs, but the wider
distribution of wealth was to the general advantage, and our widespread prosperity, not to say affluence, certainly gives some support
to the Keynesian view that under the economic conditions then existing increased consumer purchasing power would help to produce
a higher rate of economic activity or, as we should put it today,
faster economic growth.
Changes in our condition raise a question, however, as to
whether the indefinite continuation of this trend is either possible
or desirable. Our competitive position vis-a-vis other industrial nations has shifted. Superior engineering and industrial plant, the skill
of our workers, the sharp devaluation of the dollar in 1933, the
European War, and later the wartime devastation of the industrial
capacity of other countries made it possible for us to pursue our own
wage-price policy (or lack of policy) without immediate injury. Today the new plants in Europe, the United Kingdom and Japan are
often more modern than our own. Competition is beginning to hurt.
Because of foreign aid, which surely must continue, we have a
balance of payments problem. Under these conditions our current
need, as President Kennedy pointed out last October, is for ". .. wage
and price policies that are consistent with stability. We can no
longer afford the large erratic movements in prices which jeopardize
domestic price stability and our balance of payments abroad."
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Private enterprise, management and labor, working through
collective bargaining, might do much to evolve wage and price
policies suited to current conditions. One might even hazard the
guess that collective bargaining will evolve new methods of compensation yielding higher real earnings geared to productivity. If the
fear of unemployment were dissipated, a great deal of work could
be done by cheaper methods and with increased individual and
group production. The recent contract betwen American Motors
Company and the United Automobile Workers, taking up the thread
of the UAW's 1959 proposal, may represent the kind of imaginative
thinking which breaks new ground.
But while collective bargaining can do much alone, a sense of
direction must be supplied which can only come from the whole
community. Wage and prices, moreover, are only components in a
larger equation that includes taxes, monetary policy and public
spending. Since collective bargaining indubitably affects both the
public welfare and also the formulation and feasibility of government policies in other areas, there is increasing pressure to find
ways of exerting public influence upon the terms of collective bargaining agreements. Here again there is need for new machinery
and a new philosophy for coordinating governmental and private
activities.
For a third example let us take one more sudden leap into still
a different realm of activity and consider very briefly the problems
involving the organization of government and private industry
which we face as we poise for the thrust into space-problems which
we face not outside in the universe, but here at our home base. Communications satellites are a good example. Private industry currently owns and manages most of our domestic and foreign systems
of communications. Few people, I take it, would use the development
of communications satellites as an occasion for turning the whole
responsibility over to the government. Still, government funds were
needed to finance most of the research and development. Sending
and, receiving stations must be built in foreign lands. The system
will surely be an instrument of national policy not only in the construction and operation of stations but as a means of mass cqmmunication. Who then is to own the satellites? Who is to control
their use, and control and direct the constrution of ground stations?
And how shall we prevent the primacy which a single firm might
acquire in this new universal field from adversely affecting domestic competition? It is obvious that government and the communications industry must combine their efforts, but through what machinery and on what basis?
Perhaps we should hesitate to draw conclusions from so few
examples but I venture to suggest that these illustrations and others
which -will occur to you may support general conclusions going beyond the bare assertion that the structure and organization of our
governmental machinery have failed to keep pace with other
forms of human development.
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For one thing many of man's undertakings are becoming too
vast for individuals or even large business corporations to carry
them on alone without the use of the other, wider form of organization known as government. The exploration and use of space
furnished our example.
Second, our lives are now too interrelated to leave the making
of all decisions to private judgment. The solution of many social and
economic problems is beyond the power not only of private enterprise but even of existing governmental machinery. Here I have
used the problems of industrial relations and metropolitan planning
as examples.
Third, one wonders whether, even if we are spared a nuclear
holocaust, the western, world can win the cold war without a
stronger sense of common purpose and central direction. We face an
opponent which marshals every resource through a central strategic
authority for the single purpose of world domination. Is the philosophy and governmental organization of the individualistic eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries entirely adequate even when supplemented by sprawling regulatory agencies and a vast Department of
Defense?
IV
What I have just said suggests a prescription for more and bigger government, but I am not unmindful of the danger that in the
central effort to preserve our national security and also prove that
a democratic system can meet the need of the community we may
end by destroying the very liberty that makes it worth preserving.
There is danger that enforced conformity may sweep across the
land through loyalty oaths and similar pressures designed to root
out all suspicion of dissenters. The power of legislative investigation,
which is designed and usually exercised for the achievement of high
ends, can be used all too easily as a means of effecting the disgrace
and degradation of honest non-conformists. There is danger also
that too much central planning would destroy initiative, and big
government impair the sense of local and individual responsibility
which springs from self-determination. We should never forget the
Jeffersonian principle that at the heart of liberty lies the restraint
of government.
But they also err who see law in its highest form as only a check
upon government. History, here, has distorted our perspective. So
long as the government was a monarch ruling by claim of divine
right or a tyrant ruling by force, it was proper to look upon government as an alien power imposed upon humanity. But under a
democratic system, the government is simply people working together to fill their common wants; and there are areas in which affirmative governmental action is required to make men free. Restraints upon a man's freedom may be imposed by other men, by
economic conditions, or by oppressive circumstances. Action by the
government, through law, for the relief of those restraints is an enlargement of liberty.
The clearest illustration, perhaps, is the prevention of discrimination on grounds of race, creed, or color. The Department of Justice
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has been prosecuting suits to break up alleged conspiracies to take
economic reprisals against Negroes who dared to exercise the right
to vote. Obviously such a conspiracy is an interference with freedom, and the intervention of the law will increase liberty and
human dignity. This is also true of laws to protect voting rights and
to secure equality of educational opportunity by ending school
segregation.
The Social Security Act immeasurably enlarged human freedom. Once attacked as "Socialism," all of us now realize that the
lives of millions have been enriched by the simple measure of providing an assured income during the latter years of life. A fair minimum wage law extends freedom. The industrial workers of today
are immeasurably freer under the eight-hour day and five-day week
than their fathers and grandfathers who labored twelve hours a day
six and seven days a week for smaller real earnings. And would not
the first step in bringing greater freedom to migrant farm laborers
be to lift from their back the oppressive burden of poverty?
Thus, those who protest that government interference is the
negation of liberty only pose the dilemma. They are partly right,
but there are aspects of freedom, as well as other human needs, for
the securing of which under modern conditions governmental action
is usually required.
Some men find a resolution of the dilemma in the Biblical injunction, "Render unto Caesar the things which are Caesar's, and
unto God the things which are God's." The physical safety of society, economic activity, and jobs-the bricks and mortar of the
community-may be subject to regulation, but the private life of
the individual, thought and conscience, belong to the realm of the
spirit and on these Caesar has no claim. Accordingly, they distinguish between human and civil rights, which are immune from
government and economic regulation.
The distinction is valid in many contexts, but if erected into
an absolute it may set too low a value upon economic freedom and
voluntary methods. The business community, the labor movement
and the general public are all committed to an open economy in
which there is wide freedom of contract and private citizens make
their own decisions. There are better reasons for our attachment to
private enterprise than mere habit or accepted doctrine. An open
economy has a flexibility which permits taking account of the
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individual case in ways not open to a distant official. It adapts
itself to changing conditions. It encourages growth and experimentation. Economic voluntarism has also a philosophical basis-by permitting man to exercise the power to choose between good and evil
it evokes man's noblest quality and calls upon him to reach for
the stars.
I would add that voluntarism is creative. It is easy to issue
compulsory orders. It is much harder to obtain a consensus of
opinion resolving sharply opposing interests. Conflict is a powerful
stimulant to both the intellect and the imagination. In the field of
industrial relations the creativity of collective bargaining shows how
successfully new ideas are generated by the process of composing
conflicting interests.
Compulsion is not an inescapable ingredient of all government
participation. There is a wide range of possibilities between nonintervention and public regulation through orders backed by the
force of law. No conference, public or private, no negotiation between opposing interests even without the intervention of government, depends exclusively upon the power of intellectual persuasion. Other pressures are always present, backing or resisting
the force of reason. This can also be true when the government
participates. The procedures and institutions which we establish
will determine the balance between the elements of coercion and
submission, on the one hand, and, on the other, of persuasion and
consent. Perhaps the government can be allowed ample scope to
marshal the powers of leadership without being given the power
to issue edicts.
At all events this, I think, is the greatest challenge to the legal
profession in this age of conflict in which change rushes upon
us like a mountain stream in springtime. The law, through government, must meet the needs of men at a time when lesser forms of
organization are often inadequate, yet it must simultaneously check
and restrain government enough to preserve individual freedom.
The key-I suggest again-may lie somewhere in the nature and
structure of government and to this study we lawyers must turn
back, following the great lawyers of the early days of the Republic.
V
The opening of the splendid facilities that we dedicate today
bears witness to the confidence that the legal profession will
meet such public responsibilities. And the facilities will aid it
immeasurably.
In 1934, in a dedicatory address at the University of Michigan
Law Quadrangle, Harlan Fiske Stone observed that at one of the
critical periods in history "candor would compel even those of
us who have the most abiding faith in our profession, and the
firmest belief in its capacity for future usefulness, to admit .that
in our own time the Bar has not attained its traditional position
of public influence and leadership." The attraction of the best skill
and capacity of the profession into the exacting and highly specialized service of business and finance, he said, "has given us a Bar
whose leaders, like its rank and file,.are on the whole less likely
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to be well rounded professional men than their predecessors, whose
energy and talent for public service and for bringing law into
harmony with changed conditions have been largely absorbed
in the advancement of interests of clients." Stone concluded that,
"With the ever increasing demands on the time and energy of the
practicing lawer, it was natural that it should fall to the lot of
the law school men [the academic branch of the profession] to
take the lead in discharging the public duties which rest on the
profession as a whole."
It would be unfair to repeat Stone's observations today without considerable qualification but it is still true that the germination
and nurture of new ideas is primarily the responsibility of the lawschool men. It is they who have the facilities for research, the time
for reflection and the detachment for independent judgment.
And the outlook of the law schools as they train young men and
women today will give character and direction to the profession
tomorrow.
But the practicing branch of the profession cannot leave its
public responsibilities entirely to the law schools even though it
continue, as always in the past, to give them loyal and enthusiastic
support. Although the pressures which Stone noted have not
abated, I think it fair to say that the Bar's sense of public responsibility has been greatly strengthened and that in its organized
capacity it is beginning to turn to public problems. The American
Bar Association is an effective force in promoting an international
rule of law. The Bar Association of the City of New York has
made excellent studies of conflicts of interest in government and
the use of wiretrapping and similar devices in the detection and
prosecution of crime. Surely, we may expect similar work from
the American Bar Foundation. Expanding and enlarging such
studies by practicing lawers, not in the interest of their clients but
for the improvement of law and government, is in the best tradition of the legal profession. The availability of adequate facilities
such as this Law Center in the heart of a large and growing
region should greatly promote such activities on the part of the
Bar in this part of the country. Furthermore, the efforts of the
prazticing and academic branches of the profession will bear richer
fruit if they join together in such undertakings. The one would
bring time for research and academic detachment, the other
greater knowledge and familiarity with practical consequences
and the facilities for putting the conclusions into practice.
The last point is important. If the machinery and structure
of government are to be improved, ways must be found for enabling legislators and executive and administrative officials to draw
upon the research and reflections of those who have time for study.
Surely, we all share the confidence of the founders of this Law
Center that it will become such a bridge between the academy
and the world of affairs.
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TEACH THE LAW STUDENT TO BE A LAWYER
BY THE HONORABLE WILLIAM E. DOYLE*

On the occasion of the dedication of the magnificent new University of Denver Law Center, I, in conjunction with others, have
been asked to offer some comments and remarks on the state of
legal education. The title assigned to me by the editors was "A Judicial Evaluation of Legal Education." Upon discovering that I had
no judicial attitude on the subject, I was forced to limit my remarks
to ideas which have come to mind as a result of reading and observations in my capacity as an amateur or, at most, a "semi pro" law

teacher.'
The law schools of both the University of Denver and the University of Colorado are fortunate in having progressive attitudes.
Moreover, there is no strict adherence to a deeply rooted tradition
committing them to a particular law teaching system. These schools
have adopted many innovations and are continuously evolving more
vital curricula. In common with all law schools, however, they
continue to follow the Langdell tradition of emphasizing law study
in the abstract rather than applied, and my discussion is for the
most part addressed to this point.
Heretofore our special western contribution to legal education
has been thought to be in the field of natural resource law. Our
geographic location does indeed serve to give emphasis to courses
such as Water Rights, Oil and Gas, and Mining Law. It seems to
me that geographic location, plus western progressivism, also
enables the state to pioneer and explore in a search for more effective teaching methods that will result in the development of more
competent practitioners. A purely local present circumstance which
could prove most helpful is the ideal loc-.tion of the new University
of Denver Law Center in the midst of the courts. This proximity
must have been considered by the planners and it would be indeed
unfortunate if complete advantage were not taken of the accessibility of the courts for educational programs.
My theme is a familiar one. How can we bring law school
teaching closer to practice? One obvious general answer is to make
the law school itself a more important, more vital and less cloistered
community institution. Improvement of the status of the law school
and increased recognition of the law teachers, most of whom are
dedicated and highly competent professionals, will help to narrow
the gap between theory and practice. But
this is not enough. The
2
curriculum itself should be overhauled.
One system shortcoming which I have often noted is the "college" atmosphere present in law schools. The law student is not
now admitted to the professional fraternity upon his entrance into
law school. He is required to keep his distance, and he never feels
*Formerly Associate Justice, Supreme Court of Colorado; recently appointed to the Federal District
Court bench; instructor at the Univers'ty of Denver College of Low; former instructor at Colorado
University and Westminster Schools of Low.
I Most of what I say here is not new. The ideas, in somewhat different form, have been expressed
by others. The difference is that we are now moving from the talk stage to the action phase, and
there is real hope that needed improvements will be brought about.
2 The low schools have done very well in developing good students of the low, and I do not
suggest that this phase of law training should be slighted. Any change should continue to recognize
the need for developing studiousness and on interest in low theory. I advocate broadening the
training.
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that he belongs to the legal profession until he has at last passed
the bar examination and been admitted. This attitude is not conducive to a truly professional approach to law teaching. If students
cannot be treated as mature, responsible men and women they
should not be in law school. We ought to receive the law student
into the legal fraternity-at least provisionally, and even share
some of the "cult secrets" with him. We should teach him appreciation of the profession at the very outset; the part it plays in
making and administering laws; its great importance in the scheme
of things; what it demands of its members; the advantages and
privileges which it provides; and something of manners and mores
among lawyers. This orientation would give him needed perspective and would start the development of the responsible professional-the ultimate object of our endeavors.
WHAT QUALITIES
I.
LAW SCHOOL PRODUCT?

AND

TRAINING

ARE

DESIRABLE

IN

THE

At times it has been suggested, somewhat facetiously, that the
only occupations which a law graduate is competent to perform,
after having devoted three years to study under the case system,
are those of an appellate court justice or a law school instructor.
Recognizing that this statement is somewhat exaggerated, we must
nevertheless admit that there is some truth in it. Unfortunately,
there are insufficient appellate court and law teaching positions to
go around. Besides, the lawyer is needed for many other important
tasks. It is true that the law graduate's primary training is along
the lines of legal research, study and evaluation of legal questions.
But does this train him to perform the tremendous variety of lawyer assignments? If it is true that our training is thus limited, I
submit that we are not doing an adequate job.
What then should be the objectives? It is important to train
prospective lawyers to be good students of the law but this is only
one quality which should be developed. In addition we must, to
the extent possible, teach them to be lawyers. To accomplish this
it is necessary to demonstrate "how to do it," and this training must
be performed in the laboratory and the clinic. During this program
we must also impress upon these students their professional obligations.
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WHAT
SPECIFIC CHARACTER
THE LAW SCHOOL ENDEAVOR

TRAITS AND QUALIFICATIONS
TO DEVELOP?

The ideal law graduate is a highly disciplined practical idealist
who is dedicated to rendering thorough, excellent and loyal service
to his clients and to society. He is educated in depth and is articulate in both the spoken and the written word. He has the proper
balance between scholarliness and practical application of the law.
He grasps the institutional significance of his profession and is
devoted to it. He is devoted to principle, is incorruptible, is spiritually and mentally profound, and has a strong sense of justice. He
has a grasp of the realities of life in general and of his profession
in particular. Finally, he should have had at least an introduction
to the fundamentals of law practice.
All readers will not agree that the above are valid or even
possible objectives of legal education in the law school, but let's
not stop to debate these issues. I do not intend to recommend ways
and means of molding such a product. My actual recommendations
are less theoretical, are more restricted and are perhaps less controversial and I shall get on with them. First it will be helpful to
outline specific areas of training which may be considered desirable.
A. Advocacy
The complaint from time immemorial has been that the average
law graduate cannot find the lawyer's entrance to the court room
and lacks the slightest conception of what is expected of him once
he gets inside. It is perhaps an exaggeration to say that few graduates have been inside a court room prior to admission to the bar,
but too many of them do lack knowledge of such obvious courtroom
fundamentals as the location of court officers and the places where
the lawyer should stand or sit. They, of course, are unacquainted
with the formalities and customs and no amount of book reading
will substitute for actual exposure.
I am not suggesting that the law school attempt to train all
law students to be "court room tigers." It is impossible to contemplate a legal community composed wholly of this breed. I merely
say that the very large gap between the law school and actual court
room practice should be narrowed. Every law student should be
exposed to trial work if for no other reason than to afford him an
opportunity to discover whether he has talents along this line. An
even better reason for such exposure is to stimulate interest in trial
work and ultimately to develop a more competent trial lawyer and
a higher-level trial bar and bench. This is in contrast to what
appears to be the present trend, which is to play down the importance of trial work and to discourage interest in it as an instrument
in the practice. A further reason for this suggested shift in emphasis is this-a lawyer can practice competently in his office only if
he has knowledge and judgment which allow him to project the
problem to litigation. A reliable prognosis as to the outcome of
litigation can be made only on the basis of first-hand knowledge of
the hazards of litigation.
B. Counseling Ability
The counselor is a specialist in his own right. His high calling
demands a deep understanding of law, unlimited patience, depth
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of character, high integrity, analytical ability, a talent for applied
psychology and the personality balance of a philosopher. It may
be that good counselors are born and not developed. Nevertheless,
the law school should address itself to specific training for office
practice because justice is administered to a far greater extent in
the law office than in the court room. The court room and the
office have much in common and the student should be impressed
with their close relationship. He should be taught the fundamentals
of law office procedure with the accent on the important relationship between attorney and client.
C. Public Responsibility
I read a great deal these days about the necessity for developing in the lawyer what is called professional responsibility. 3 I am
not sure of all its implications, but basically I think that this movement is designed to increase professional knowledge, raise professional standards and encourage the bar association, the law school
and the individual lawyer to respond to the needs of society. It
seeks to educate attorneys so that they can better discharge their
respective missions. The lawyer and the mentioned institutions
are not fulfilling their obligations in this free society. They are
not fighting for the preservation of the principles which have great
value to the citizenry and the community as a whole. The present
effort is to educate the lawyer to assume his old place as community leader and policy maker. The law school is said to be failing to
orient its students and failing to provide adequate programs to
educate lawyers to meet today's complex demands. Law education
is criticized for being too narrow. It is recommended that the graduate lawyer have a broader approach so that he can better deal
with his clients' problems and better advance the interests of the
system under which he operates. These are worthy objectives and
although I would hesitate to state how to implement the curriculum
3 The Report on the Arden House Conference recognizes the deficiencies and takes the position
that the answer is in continuing legal education. It declares: "The deficiencies in the education of
the newly admitted lawyer have been pointed out over and over again by lawyers and judges as
well as by laymen. The critics are almost unanimous that college and law school give comparatively
little of the practical and technical knowledge without which the advice or representation offered
by the youna lawyer may very well result disastrously. And the disaster will affect not only the
client and the lawyer but the profession as well. Another similar criticism is that the newly
admitted lawyer has not had a full and fair opportunity to learn what in the broad sense it
means to be an 'Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law.' His knowledge of the standards of conduct of
lawyers in accepting cases, in advising clients, and in representing them in court is limited to what
he has read or been told about the Canons of Ethics. Furthermore, he has had little chance to find
out the possibilities. These then are the deficiencies which it is necessary to overcome by postadmission education, bearing in mind that the cliche' that 'education is not a destination, but a
journey' is particularly true of what the lawyer must learn after admission to the bar."
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to produce these results, I recognize the need and would favor the
inclusion in the law school curriculum of non-legal and comparative
material of the type suggested.
D. Scholarliness
One justification for the case method of study has been that
it develops good techniques for dealing with legal problems. A byproduct of the continuous reading and briefing of appellate court
opinions is, of course, the development of an interest in the theory
and objectives of law as well as legal history and philosophy. I
question whether these objectives are achieved to the greatest possible extent, but assuming that they are, I am not persuaded that
scholarliness will decline when practice is taught. Where is the inconsistency between scholarliness and practical know-how? I do
not share the fears of those who speak disparagingly of practical
law school education by saying that it creates a trade school philosophy. The inference is that practical proficiency is bound to
result in a low level of theoretical knowledge and scholarly ability.
I see no reason why one cannot4 be a legal scholar and at the same
time a good practicing lawyer.
III.

SHOULD CASE STUDY

BE CONTINUED?

Most of the shortcomings of law school education are attributed
to the case system of study originated by Professor and later Dean
Langdell in 1870. 5 The system as designed has not changed radically since the teaching days of its originator. Nevertheless, notable
progress, about which little is said, has been made in modernizing
the law school curricula. In the two Colorado law schools, many
courses are being offered with a view to teaching students how to
perform various professional tasks. There is new emphasis in such
fields as legal draftsmanship, writing, court administration and
trial practice. For example, at the University of Denver a program has been in effect for several years involving the assignment
of students to legal aid service and assignments to defend indigent
accused persons in the municipal and justice courts. The College
of Law also has courses in legal technique and jurisprudence designed to give the student direct knowledge as to the meaning and
objects of law, philosophy of law and legal history. All of this is
helpful, but although the trend appears to be away from the case
system of study in the junior and senior years, the case book continues to be the basic tool of law teaching.
Most present day criticism centers around the failure to assign
actual problems to the student, and usage of appellate court opinions as the bulwark of the law school curriculum. Some criticism
is directed to the law professors' lack of practical experience and
their revulsion toward anything practical. This is exaggerated. A
typical attack is that of Judge Frank.6 .He denounces professors,
and particularly the influence of Professor Langdell, in extravagant
terms:
4 "Actually, the traditional study of low as a philosophy and as a profession are mutually
interdependent and enhance one another in their respective purposes." Landmon, The Curriculum of
the Low School, 47 A.B.A.J. 156, 157 (1961).
5 Landman, Supra note 4; Frank, infra note 6. See also Forer, Training the Lawyer, 47 A.B.A.J.

354 (1961).

6 Frank, Courts on Trial at 227 (1949).
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[YI et it is, I think, still true that at many law schools
the majority of the professors have never met and advised
a client, negotiated a settlement, drafted a complicated
contract, consulted with witnesses, tried a case in a trial
court or assisted in such a trial, or even argued a case in
an upper court.
The Langdell spirit choked American legal education.
It tended to compel even the experienced practitioner,
turned teacher, to belittle his experience at the bar. It
tended to force him to place primary emphasis on the library, to regard a collection of books as the heart of the
school. A school with such a heart is what one may well
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imagine. The men who teach there, however interested
some of them may once have been in the actualities of law
offices and court-rooms, feel obliged to pay but subordinate regard to those actualities. The books are the thing.
The words, not the deeds. Or only those deeds which become words.
Langdell invented, and our leading law-schools still
employ, the so-called 'case system.' That is, the students
are supposed to study cases. They do not. They study,
almost entirely, upper-court opinions. Any such opinion,
however, is not a case, but a small fraction of a case, its
tail end. The law students are like future horticulturists
studying solely cut flowers; or like future architects studying merely pictures of buildings. They resemble prospective dog-breeders who never see anything but stuffed dogs.
(Perhaps there is a correlation between such stuffed-dog
legal education and the over-production of stuffed shirts
in my profession.)
Judge Frank's somewhat extreme comments are offered to
show one school of thought on the case method. They have some
comparative value in the present assessment.
I am too heavily engaged at present to consider all of the positive and negative evidence on the subject of the case method. In
my opinion, it is less deficient than its detractors would have us
believe. No better system for first year law study has yet been
devised. It furnishes a smooth transition from college to law school
by organizing the subject matter and presenting it in comprehensive form for introducing the student to new terminology and new
techniques. It demonstrates the mechanics of legal analysis and
gives guides to accepted legal writing.
The pattern of a case book is at least comprehensive, (although
not so all inclusive as it purports to be). The student using the
case system in his first year learns the mechanics of applying legal
principles, definitions, legal texts and other legal materials to sets
of facts, and the actual briefing provides unconscious indoctrination.
He learns the judicial method which is also the lawyers' method
for solving legal problems. The case system has a further advantage
in securing a maximum student participation in the large class.
Often law professors fail to make maximum use of the case book
system in that they fail to be selective, tending to emphasize completion of all the materials in the book rather than study of particular principles in depth. The failure of teachers to properly use the
materials is not a valid reason for discarding the system. Case
materials can be and often are put to use so as to bring the facts
to life. Thus the case method need not be merely abstract study.
There is no inexorable requirement that the instructor never depart
from the text. He can and should freely supplement or substitute
any other literature considered helpful. Finally, problems or exercises can be effectively interspersed with case study. Indeed, an
instructor could have his students observe a trial in the field of
study being taught and conceivably demand a written report. The
case method, as such, does not preclude such outside activities. The
fault does not lie entirely with the case system but with the failure
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to branch out and employ other techniques to supplement the case
system. The real issue is whether we are willing to design new
courses and new methods to make law theory meaningful.
What facilities could be put to use? Let us explore this possibility.
IV.

THE COURT ROOM AS A LAW LABORATORY

It has long been recognized that the law schools miss a valuable opportunity in failing to make use of courts as teaching aids.
Mere observation of an actual criminal trial would quicken interest
in a criminal law or criminal procedure course. This would be true
of other courses as well. Acceptance of this concept does not bring
one home free. Unfortunately, the average trial is not geared to
provide maximum pedagogical value. A small amount of observation of jury selection, for example, goes a long way. The reading of
exhibits can become tedious. Perhaps too much of the interesting
action occurs in chambers. But all of these difficulties are practical
ones which could be overcome with a modicum of planning. The
legal educator should not, however, be content with mere trial
observations. Maximum value can only be realized if there is
actual involvement with the trials. The student program to defend
indigent persons charged with misdemeanors or ordinance violations in justice and municipal courts has proven to be very helpful,
but it should be extended to higher court levels.
In the district courts, for example, lawyers are regularly assigned to defend indigent defendants charged with felonies. A
qualified law student could be assigned to some cases to aid the
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appointed lawyer. The student, under the lawyer's guidance, could
do investigative work, file necessary papers, obtain orders and process, do research and other preparation work, and finally, could
serve as a trial assistant.
The student could do very valuable work during the trial. He
could organize the flow of witnesses, obtain law books, do emergency research, help prepare instructions and assist in many other
ways. These efforts would provide him with invaluable knowledge
and training. Thus the mysterious aspect of the trial would disappear and, as the student came to realize that the successful trial is
largely a matter of initiative, intensive preparation and common
sense, his natural tendency to shun it would disappear. Also, he
would see the importance of the trial, and having seen the law in
action, his classroom interest would be tremendously stimulated.
No longer would he be learning in a vacuum.
Such a program would require much planning and organization. Professors in charge of the program would have to supervise
it closely and require periodic reports. The trial lawyer, and perhaps the judge, could grade the performance.
V.

OTHER "LABORATORY"

FACILITIES

Denver is fortunate in having trial courts, appellate courts,
clerks' offices, legal departments of the state and city, law offices
big and small, government offices, administrative offices, corporations with legal departments and many other similar law-oriented
offices. The men who occupy these various positions could be enlisted to assist in the practical education process. How would .such
a program work? Again, the law school would be responsible for
the organizational and supervisional tasks. Participation of the
agencies on a voluntary basis would have to be obtained. A pool
of students capable of filling the assignments would be available.
Limitations in time would require that each assignment be for a
limited period. But even a short term assignment would have a
great educational value.
a. Trial courts could use students as law clerks. This would
afford an opportunity to sit through entire trials performing such
research and other work as is assigned to them. They could prepare the necessary orders, write actual memo opinions, observe the
pre-trial, and at last the entire trial. This would be an unequalled
vantage point for observing law in action.
b. Law offices could utilize the services of students in much
the same way. The average lawyer constantly needs additional
research service. He could assign almost every type of task--duties
such as drafting documents and preparing memoranda. The observing of law office procedure, attending conferences, interviewing
witnesses, performing other similar office functions, would initiate
the student into this most important phase of practice.
c. Public law departments could use student aid in much the
same way. Assignments could be made to the offices of the district
attorney, the city attorney and the attorney general. These assignments could involve not only performance of office functions but
limited trial and appellate participation as well.
d. Special assignments could be made for students hoping to
specialize. Taxation hopefuls could work for a time in the office
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of the director of revenue, state or federal. The utility aspirant
could be assigned to the public utilities commission for work and
observation, the oil and gas candidate might find a place in the law
or leasing departments of the large oil companies, and the labor
specialist in the industrial commission. The trust departments of
banks would be the best possible training grounds for individuals
desiring to study estate planning and the administration of trusts
and estates. The possibilities are without limitation.
The duration of such a training period would have to be worked
out on a practical basis, but I would suggest that there be at least
a two week assignment (full time) in order for the experience to
be of value. There would, of course, have to be reports both from
the agency and the student so that the latter's progress could be
evaluated. The student report could be made an important part of
the program.
The great educational value of a program such as that outlined
seems manifest. It would have value to the student, of course, in
that it would introduce him to the wonderful world of practice and
give him a confidence and a practical interest which he would not
otherwise have. It would provide him with more mature judgment
with which to solve legal problems. It would also serve to teach
teachers. I do not claim that any short time association could produce meaningful work, but it would be beneficial in other ways to
the teacher. The law students have much to offer. If given the
opportunity, they could bring new ideas and fresh idealism to that
which often appears to the practitioner as ordinary and dull.
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The organization difficulties could be minimized by a gradual
branching out to the practice areas. I can foresee the lengthening
of the course of study so as to include this training.
Now I turn to my final point which is the affect the suggested
changes might have on the bar examination.
VI.

SHOULD THE BAR EXAMINATION

BE

CONTINUED?

My basic thesis has been that the law schools should be (and
indeed are becoming) more responsible, mature and professional
institutions. Once real progress has been made in closing the breach
between law training and law practice, there should be some drastic
changes in the bar examination. It is possible that it should be supplanted altogether in favor of law school comprehensive examinations.
The bar examination has an unfavorable effect on the law
school curriculum. A self-respecting law school would refuse to
admit that its course of study is influenced by the bar examination,
but it would have to admit, if pressed, that the examination imposes
some pressures. Its mere presence makes it necessary to include
courses which the school might otherwise omit. All courses have
to be more inclusive and hence more shallow than would otherwise
be necessary. Both the school and the student are unconsciously
aware of its ominous presence at all times.
No doubt the bar examination at one time served to screen out
candidates who lacked either moral or legal competency. In the
days of law office apprenticeship and the "fly-by night" law schools
it was the only method for testing the applicant's proficiency. But
why, in the face of the requirement of a bachelor's degree, of law
school entrance examinations and finally a law degree, should
there be still another hurdle, the bar examination?
Is the examination intended to force the law schools to keep
the course of study at a practical level so that the candidates can
at last pass a test prepared by practicing lawyers? If this is its
purpose, it is only partially successful because most law graduates
feel the need for a refresher course designed to gear their thinking
to bar examination standards.
Is it given in the spirit of the closed shop with the idea of holding down the number of lawyers? It does not serve that purpose
because fewer than twenty percent (20%) customarily fail, and
most of these eventually pass by taking repeater examinations.
With few exceptions, graduates of both Colorado law schools eventually pass the bar examination.
Does the bar examination have any educational value? That it
does is highly questionable. The student prepares for the examination by organizing a great quantity of legal material into convenient places in his memory. During the examination he disgorges
this crammed knowledge into the examination answer books. Then,
after he learns that he has passed, he promptly purges his mind of
all that was so conveniently tucked into compartments. He does
learn a new examination technique whereby he can answer questions in limited space and with a minimum of trimmings, but this
has little, if any, permanent educational value.
What then does it accomplish? It subjects the candidate to one
final trial by ordeal before he is admitted to the legal fraternity.
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By suffering on this final occasion he comes to realize the value
of his accomplishment. He learns that admission to the lodge does
not come easily. It finally feels good to be relieved of the pain
and anxiety. This may have some value, but could we not use
other more intelligent and humane means to provide him this
anxiety experience? I would favor making the course of training
more difficult and raising the qualifying standards in any way
which would improve him for the work that lies ahead.
A further objection goes to having a single examination, which
is given under trying conditions and which does not necessarily
reflect the law school training, to determine proficiency to practice
law. A particular candidate may be ill or otherwise below par
during the brief examination period; nevertheless, he finds himself gambling his entire educational training, including seven years
of special training and a large investment in effort and money, on
this three day mental binge.
Would it not be better for the supreme court, in conjunction
with its examining committee, to prescribe standards for the giving
of comprehensive examinations and character tests within the law
schools? Such comprehensive examinations might be given at the
conclusion of each school year and be followed by a final examination touching the entire law school training which would be given
before graduation. Law teachers are more expert at testing than
are bar examiners and the results of law school testing should be
more accurate and less subject to the recurrent charge that the
examination is unjust
One possible criticism of the law school comprehensive method
is that it would discriminate in favor of the local law schools and
would thus discourage out of state law school study. This is because
of the difficulty in prescribing standards for out of state law
schools, at least directly. It is conceivable that these out of state law
schools would be willing to observe our examination requirements
and, if so, their certificates of proficiency could be accepted. The
only exceptions would be the courses which are indigenous to this
area such as Water Rights, Oil and Gas and Mining Law. Either
there would have to be a requirement that such courses be taken
here or at out of state law schools, or that an examination covering
these courses be given.
The above are merely germs of ideas and I fully realize that
careful planning would have to precede any such drastic changes.
I submit, therefore, that the planning stage is now with us and
that we should be prepared for the day when the law schools will
be conducting the examination.
CONCLUSION

Having spoken my piece, there only remains to communicate
best wishes to the University of Denver Law Center. Completion
of this magnificent institution certainly marks a new era in legal
education. It will give Denver and Colorado a great new center of
legal study and research, and a center for continuing legal education. I am confident that this institution, under the leadership of its
very competent administration and faculty, will develop new improved methods of legal education.
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THE COLORADO BAR EXAMINATIONS
BY THE

HONORABLE

LEONARD V. B. SUTTON*

Evidently in territorial days and for a number of years following statehood of Colorado in 1876, there were no requirements for
admission to the Colorado bar. In 1893, however, the supreme court
adopted and printed "Rules of the Supreme Court of the State of
Colorado" which contained two references to the admission of
attorneys. They provided:
Rule 39. No person shall be admitted to practice as an
attorney or counselor at law upon evidence that he hath
been admitted to the bar of another state or territory, if
at the time of his admission to the bar of such state or
territory he was a citizen of this state.
Rule 40. Every application for admission to the bar, based
upon a foreign license, must be accompanied by a certificate by the Chief Justice or Presiding Judge of the court
issuing such licenses, that the applicant is an attorney of
such court in good standing, which certificate must have
been given not exceeding sixty days previous to the time
of making such application.
No person shall be permitted to practice law in this state
who shall not first have taken and subscribed an oath that
he is a citizen of the United States, that he will commence
the practice of law in this state within three months from
the date thereof, and make the same his permanent and
usual occupation; that he has never been disbarred by any
court of record in which he has- heretofore practiced, and
that he has never been convicted of felony.
In 1895 these rules were reprinted without significant changes.
By 1897 the sections relating to the admission of attorneys were
greatly enlarged and the basis laid for many of our present rules.
For the first time a committee of bar examiners, was formally
created. The committee was appointed by the court then, as now,
for a term of five years. The present rules extended the five year
term until the appointment of their successors. A new rule (Rule
41) was added to provide that any person admitted to practice for
at least two years in the highest court of another state or country
could, in the discretion of the supreme court, be admitted and
licensed withcut examination. Rule 43 added an age requirement
of twenty-one years which is outmoded by today's Rule 207, requiring appiicants in certain classes to be eighteen years old before
beginning their law studies. It also provided that bar applicants
must have studied law for at least two years unless they had been
admitted to practice in another state or country. In the latter instance, only a one year study of Colorado law was required. In
addition, 1897 was the first year in which an applicant could not
take the examination if he had taken it within one year immediately preceding the current application. Today, Rule 217 permits reChief Justice of the Supreme Court of Colorado, 1960; presently serving as an associate justice;
member of the Colorado Bar Association's Committee on Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar.
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examination at the next succeeding examination as a matter of
right, but thereafter only by special permission of the court for
good cause shown. The court is normally very liberal in granting
requests for subsequent examinations.
As was customary in much of the English common law world
in 1897, the study of law could, under Rule 44, include serving a
regular clerkship in the office of a Colorado licensed practicing
attorney; but this custom is no longer permitted.
Rule 45, revised in 1897, spelled out the required educational
qualifications and the requirement that the applicant be of good
moral character. Rule 48 permitted the examiners to conduct either
oral or written examinations, and Rule 49 required at least one
examination in each judicial district during June of each year.
Additional comment on the old Rule 48 appears later in this article;
and, it is well to note that the old Rule 49 has now been superseded
by Rule 214. requiring two examinations annually in the State
Capitol Building. No other examinations are now permitted.
The rules governing admissions, as amended in 1897, seemed
to suffice for several decades thereafter, for no material changes
occurred in the rules as published by the court in 1900, 1905, 1914,
1917 and 1920. By 1924, however, more specific regulations were
required. Whether this was due to the advancement of learning
and knowledge, the developing trend toward greater governmental
control of our institutions, or to the population and business growth
of a more dynamic state, cannot be shown. Perhaps it was a combination of all these factors. In any event, in 1924 the court again
revised the rules. The Board of Law Examiners was divided into
two parts-"The Law Committee" to conduct the actual examinations and "The Bar Committee". to investigate and report on the
applicant's character and morals. The applicants for admission were
divided into four classes which have remained substantially the
same to this day.' The one exception was the adoption by the court
in 1958 of a new class E under Rule 202. This provides for the admission by motion of those who have been Colorado resi~lents for
at least ten years and who, if they have taken the examination
1These include (A) citizens of other states who have been admitted and have practiced outside
of Colorado for eight of the ten years immediately preceding application; (B) applicants who have
been admitted and have practiced in a state other than Colorado for three of the five years immedictely preceding application here, or who have taught for the same period in an approved law school;
(C) applicants admitted outside the state, but not belonging to either class (A) or class (B); and (D)
residents of Colorado who have not been admitted in any state.
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previously, have received a grade of 70 or more. Such applicants
must not have been admitted elsewhere, and must have served in
a "semi-legal" capacity for not less than five years. The latter
requirements are set out as part of Rule 212 as follows:
212. Proof of Legal Educational Qualifications....
The legal experience qualifications of applicants in Class
E shall be determined by the Court, or at its direction by
the Law Committee, and shall include the following minimum qualifications:
(a) Not less than five years of teaching law or law
courses in any accredited law school; or
(b) Not less than five years of full time work, after graduation from law school, as trial judge advocate or as a
full-time commissioned officer in a legal branch of any of
the United States Military Services; or, not less than five
years of full-time work in the courts or legal department or
departments of this State or of any other state or of the
federal government or as referee or other quasi-judicial
officer; or any combination of any such work or work and
teaching.
It is noted that some criticism was directed at the court for its
approval of Rule 212 (b) primarily because of a fear that it would
lower standards for admission and result in a flood of unqualified
lawyers. In practice, however, this fear has proved to be unfounded.
A rush of applicants and new admittees under subsection (b) has
not materialized; only a handful of attorneys have been admitted
out of the small number who applied. In considering applications
under this rule the court zealously studies each request and gives
serious consideration to the entire record of the applicant. To date,
no complaint has been received concerning the ability or character
of these admittees, most of whom have continued in the specialized
fields of activity in which they were engaged when admitted.
It is pertinent to state here that in Colorado the exclusive
power to admit or reject applicants for law licenses rests in the
supreme court; actually, the court has, on rare occasions, admitted
persons to practice who did not qualify within the terms of the
printed rules. It must be presumed, of course, that such admissions
were approved only after application and proper investigation of
the applicant's ability, education and morals.
For a short period following World War II, Colorado relaxed
its standards (as did many states) for the benefit of men who had
been in the military services. This was an act of fairness to those
who had been called to serve their country before finishing law
school, or who were precluded from taking the required examinations by the demands of their service. Today, as at the time when.
subsection (b) was adopted, there are well qualified older lawyers
whose experience and practice qualify them to seek admission
under this section, which does not require them to compete in
written examinations with candidates fresh from the law schools.
This rule, fairly applied, expresses in print the inherent power of
the court and the conditions under which it will be exercised.2
2 Copies of the "Rules Governing Admission to The Bar" as revised through March 1, 1960, which
tontain the current requirements for admission, are available without charge at the office of The
State Board of Bar Examiners, State Capitol Building, Denver, Colorado.
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Whether it will prove sound and be retained permanently has not
yet been determined.
Recognizing that the bar examination is an important aspect
of legal education, since it marks the termination of formal schooling, the Supreme Court of Colorado has in recent years devoted
considerable study to the written examinations and to the grading
thereof. Standards of the written examinations have always been
high in Colorado. In 1957, however, several justices looked toward
improved grading in order to insure that applicants were properly
grounded in an adequate number of subjects. The practice until
then had been to require those seeking admission by written examination to be examined in sixteen subjects, ranging from Agency
to Wills and Estates. To qualify for admission, applicants had to
achieve an average grade of seventy-five or better. The applicant's
sixteen grades were totalled and divided by sixteen to determine
his average grade. The weakness in this system, however, was
that in nearly every examination, one or more candidates received
grades of less than seventy-five in eight or more subjects, often
failing in important areas of the law; high scores in the "easier"
subjects resulted in an average above the minimum passing grade
of seventy-five.
A study of the problem was made and it was determined that a
new system of grading should be used. A proposed change, suggested by the law committee after that committee had conferred with
the deans of the two Colorado law schools, received the court's
approval and became effective beginning with the June, 1960, examinations.
First results of the new system of grading disclosed that five
applicants failed to pass the required number of subjects although
each attained an average grade over seventy-five. Curiously enough,
the percentage of successful applicants at that examination was
83.90%, the second highest number known to pass any Colorado
bar examination. This compares, for example, with the average
June passing percentage from 1952 through 1959 of 72.07% and
with the December passing percentage for the same period of
64.18%.
Today, Colorado examinations cover thirteen basic subjects
and three or more areas of law from a list of ten secondary
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or optional subjects. 3 A total of sixteen papers must still be written
by each applicant. The actual grading method effective in June,
1960, provided that if an applicant passed, with grades of seventyfive or better, at least fourteen of the sixteen papers he would be
admitted if his final average grade was seventy-three or higher. If
he failed in six or more subjects he would not be admitted unless
his overall average was seventy-seven or higher.
After the results were determined from the June, 1960, examination, the rule was further refined; the revision became effective
beginning with the February, 1961, examinations. The present
system provides that applicants whose final average grade is
seventy-nine or better will pass; those having grades below
seventy-two will fail. Grades from seventy-two to 78.99 will be
considered passing grades only if applicants obtained a grade of
seventy-five or better in the requisite number out of the sixteen
papers graded, in accordance with the following table:
Final Average Grade
Number of Papers in Which Grade of 75
Must be Received
72.00 to 72.99
14
73.00 to 73.99
13
74.00 to 74.99
12
75.00 to 75.99
11
76.00 to 76.99
10
77.00 to 77.99
9
78.00 to 78.99
8
The court and law committee are continuing to observe this
system to determine whether it operates satisfactorily, with a view
to admitting only those applicants who are well grounded in the
law.
Oral examinations of applicants are conducted personally by
the members of the bar committee, charged with the duty of
determining their moral and ethical qualifications. Today, this
phase of the examination does not concern itself with legal questions.
Under the old system, results of the June and December examinations were not announced until September and late February
respectively. Under the system recently adopted, examinations are
given in February and July of each year so that the recent graduates will not have to study for law school final examinations and
for the bar examination at the same time. There remains, however,
a two month delay in the announcement of the results. At p:esent
and in the past, the members of the law committee, which is composed of busy, well qualified and dedicated lawyers, prepare their
own examination questions, which are then discussed at closed
meetings of the committee before being used. In 1960, the supreme
court suggested that the law examiners investigate the use of questions purchased from sources other than professors in the two Colo3 BASIC SUBJECTS: Contracts; Constitutional Low; Property (Real and Personal); Taxation; Business
Associations (including Corporations, Agency and Partnership); Evidence; Wills, Estates and TrustsNatural Resources (including Water Law. Oil and Gas, and Mining); Torts; Criminal Law; Civil Procedure; Domestic Relations; and Equity.
SECONDARY OR OPTIONAL SUBJECTS: Commercial Transactions (including Bills and Notes, Sales
and Security Transactions); Future Interests; Conflict of Laws; Administrative Law; Insurance; Labor
Low; Municipal Corporations; Damages; Bankruptcy; and Legal Ethics.
The examinees are given a rather wide optional choice of questions concerning the secondary or
optional subjects.
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rado law schools. Also, each examiner must grade each paper in
the two subjects prepared by him, 4 a task which takes considerable
time. In 1960 the supreme court also suggested that the law examiners investigate the possibility of securing qualified paid graders
to work under direction of the examiners. In early 1961, Chairman
Douglas McHendrie of the Board of Law Examiners advised the
court of certain information procured on these two matters; the
court subsequently authorized the Board to continue gathering data
on these problems and the matter is now so pending.
Naturally, the purpose of bar examinations is to assure, so far
as is possible, that only qualified persons in whom the public and
the courts can place full confidence and trust be allowed to practice
law. To meet this need, the courts of all fifty states have devised
standards, many of which are similar to those of Colorado.5
The American Bar Association, like the state bar associations,
has a section on legal education and admissions to the bar, which
continually studies the problem. Many suggestions have been made
for improving fairness and uniformity of examinations. A "Uniform National Bar Examination" has been suggested. A former
president of the Colorado Bar Association has suggested that bar
examinations be given at the end of each year of study. 7 A National
Conference of Bar Examiners, composed of members of law examining boards and character committees, with offices presently in
Denver,8 has long been functioning on a national level to promote
and encourage proper standards and uniformity in the various
states. Generally, and with few exceptions, steady progress is being
made by the bar, working with the courts in this important field.9
Colorado's non-paid Board, in its dedication to duty, has contributed
much to improving bar examinations and thus has rendered a
valuable service to the public, the bench and the bar.'
The
Supreme Court of Colorado has also demonstrated its awareness
of the importance of the task at hand and is striving towards the
fairest possible admission standards, less work pressure on the
Board, and a minimum time lag between the examination and
announcement of its results. Only when everything possible is
done to accomplish these objectives can we be satisfied with the
Colorado Bar Examinations.
4 Rule 201 permits each examiner one assistant with court approval; no more than $100.00 may
be paid for this help.
5 The applicants apply, are investigated educationally and morally and either take written examinations, or, if licensed elsewhere, are admitted on motion if the required rules are met. Of course
there are various limitations in most state rules, such as reciprocity, none of which are within the
scope of this article.
6 Coffman, Uniform National Bar Examination, 23 Rocky Mt. L. Rev. 93 (1950-1951).
7 Robinson, Bar Examinations at the End of Each Year of Study, 23 Rocky Mt. L. Rev. 98 (19501951).
8 These offices may soon be moved to Chicago to be in or near the American Bar Association
headquarters.
9 Mr. Peter H. Holme, Jr., Denver lawyer, has been a leader in this field. He is currently serving
as chairman of the A.B.A. Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar. His section has been
in constant contact with the Supreme Court of Colorado in recent years.
10 The present Board of Law Examiners consist of: Law Committee: Doughlas McHendrie, chairman,
Denver; Richard C. Cockrell, Denver; Eugene H. Mast, Grand Junction; Harry S. Petersen, Pueblo; Henry
S. Sherman, Denver; Maxwell Snydal, Ft. Morgan; Ben S. Wendelken, Colorado Springs; and Fred
Winner, Denver.
Bar Committee: Benjamin E. Sweet, chairman, Denver; Fred P. Cranston, Denver; Barnard Houtchens,
Greeley; Jacob L. Sherman, Denver; and Albert L. Vogl, Denver.
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THE ROLE OF A LAWYER
A Preview of the Experiment in Education for Professional
Responsibility at the University of Denver College of Law
By KARL P. WARDEN*

I. A

FEW LEADING QUESTIONS

The practice of law is called a profession-but what is a profession? Is there any valid distinction between a business, trade
or job and a profession?
Paid football players are "professionals." Ask any man-"What
is your profession?"-and he will answer according to his calling.
"I am a taxi driver." "I am a grocer." "I am a salesman." Should
he answer, "I am a lawyer," would this answer set him apart from
the others? Why?
Today almost all lawyers are graduates of the instructional
program of some formally organized law school. The law schools
are proud of their record in training for professional competence.
Their graduates can distinguish a tort from a crime. They can
recite the rule in Shelley's Case. They can organize a corporation.
They can pass a bar examination. In time, if the graduate practices his calling, he becomes proficient in its technical aspects. His
contracts become more binding. His business advice becomes more
valuable, and more expensive. Is he then practicing a profession?
Or is this merely a trade?
If there is a distinction between a profession and a trade, it
lies not in competence nor in the nature of the act performed.
If the plumber is not competent, he will soon lose his trade. If
the lending institution does not use proper forms for a construction
loan, it loses its money. Thus both competence and form of activity
lose their uniqueness to any one trade or profession. Being mere
matters of degree they do not set the lawyer apart from the other
good members of the community.
Is there then any distinction between trade and profession?
Let's look at the other side of the coin. Can it be that the true
distinction between profession and trade lies not in the honor and
dignity to be accorded to the former and denied to the latter, but
rather in the special obligations demanded of the profession and
not of the trade? Is the assumption of the mantel of the legal profession the taking on of extraordinary duties? Is the professional
more debtor than creditor?
II. HISTORY OF THE PROJECT

Anthropological studies of the legal profession might reveal
that some answers to the questions above are non-existent. The
lawyer's role in society is uncertain to the general public and to
the lawyer himself. Lawyers enjoy the probing of societal nerve
ends but seldom feel the urge to gaze at their own navel.
One such rare navel engagement was held in 1959 at the University of Michigan Law School.' The participants met in small
seminar groups to study specific problems confronting the profes*Associate Professor, University of Denver College of Law.
I The Low Schools Look Ahead, a conference on legal education.

Ann Ar', or, Mich'gan, 1959.
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sion and education for the profession and then reported their
discussions to the entire conference. A final report was published
which, to some extent, reflected the thinking of the conference
group as a whole. Yet one of the most challenging statements suggested by the seminar groups is'not to be found in the final report.
This statement, by the Green Group 2 was:
We all agree that more college graduates will seek legal
education in the next fifteen years, although we admit
ignorance as to just how many. This arises from the lack
of competent scientific studies not only of population
growth but also, and more importantly, a knowledge of
what society's demands for lawyers will be in the next
twenty-five years. This latter question involves a job analysis of the legal profession . . . [This] . . . involves a
thorough study of what the lawyer can and should do in
society.3
Following this suggestion, in the latter part of 1959, a letter
was written by the University of Denver College of Law to one
member of the legal profession in each of the fifty states. The
names of the recipient members were selected at random from
Martindale-Hubbell and the only criterion used in the selection was
that the recipient must have been engaged in the active practice of
law over ten years. The letter was as follows:
John E. Doe, Esq.
Attorney-at-Law
Anywhere, U.S.A.
Dear Mr. Doe:
At a recent conference on legal education held at the
University of Michigan Law School the suggestion was
made that in order for the law schools to know what
society will demand of the lawyers of the future there
should be conducted:
cc*.
a thorough study of what the lawyer can and
should do in society."
This suggestion has captured my attention and I am
writing to one lawyer in each state to ask his considered
opinion on the question of the desirability of such a study.
2 The membership of this group was divided evenly between Deans and faculty members of law
schools and members of the practicing profession. Ross Malone, then President of the American
Association, took part in the meeting in which the study above described was proposed.
3 Supra note I of 34 (Emphasis supplied.).
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If the replies indicate that such a study might be useful
then I shall continue to look into the. problem
I should appreciate the benefit of your thinking on the
question and also any ideas you may have as to the matters
that should be encompassed in the study if it is made.
Thank you for your considerationof this request.
Sincerely,
No return envelope or card was included with the letter. The
language of the letter was made deliberately vague in order to
permit the answer to assume any form or direction its writer might
desire. It should be noted that statistical studies show the expected
return on such a mailing, when return postage is included, seldom
exceeds twenty-five percent. Without return postage included
such questionaires rarely produce more than a ten percent return.
Much to the surprise of the College of Law, over fifty percent
of the attorneys queried wrote letters of reply. Even more surprising was the nature and great length of these replies. The overwhelming majority indicated great concern over the public image
of the lawyer. Most seemed to feel that popular decline of the
lawyer imaee, cenerallv assumed to be a fact, was caused by failure
of the profession and the law schools to inculcate in the nascent
lawyers any real awareness of the true meaning of the word
lawyer. Typical of these letters was this one:
I appreciate your writing me about your contemplated
study of what the lawyer can and should do in society.
It seems to me that this is a fertile field with great
potentialities. Law schools would make a mistake to abandon the bread and butter subjects which must continue to
constitute the solid core of law school curriculum. They
must not, as it were, get too far afield chasing butterflies.
But, along with the conventional and traditional solid
law school courses, the law students should have some
orientation and indoctrination in what constitutes our
social order and what are peculiar opportunities and responsibilities of lawyers.
There is a great tendency nowadays to measure all
things from the commercial or money making standpoint.
We must not forget that we are members of a profession,
and we must be sure that the oncoming lawyers from year
to year fully understand exactly what a profession is.
Roscoe Pound and others have undertaken on numerous
occasions to give us some definitions.
With the constantly increasing intrusions of Government upon our lives, it becomes more and more necessary
that law be thoughtfully created and administered. Law
improperly conceived and recklessly administered inevitably leads to tyranny and totalitarianism.
The lawyers have an awesome responsibility. The law
schools ought to make sure that the young people preparing for the legal profession fully understand what the
lawyer can and should do in society.
These letters were circulated among the members of the faculty of the College of Law, and from the discussions which followed
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it became quite clear that the faculty and the profession were
in full accord-something must be done to give to the law students
some real awareness oi their role in and obligations to their
society and their chosen profession.
The problem then became-what to do? A course entitled
"Legal Ethics" had been offered at this College, and in most law
schools, for many years. Its avowed purpose was to teach students
the Canons of Professional Ethics and to combine with this some
practical insight into the practice of law.
The students' interest in the Legal Ethics course was limited.
Consequently, the course was difficult to teach. The instructor
was left in a quandary-if he moralized, the students resented
and rejected his preaching. They adopted the attitude that ethical
conduct was learned at their mother's knee, that professional
ethics must necessarily be equated with this teaching, thus there
was no need for further study. If the teacher failed to moralize,
the students assumed he did not approve of the Canons and of
the opinions interpreting them. With this conclusion formed, the
students used the hour to contemplate trusts or future interests
or one of the more important "practical" courses.
A very limited number of elder statesmen in the legal profession or in the law teaching profession are able to overcome
student apathy solely by the strength of their own personal magnetism. But such elder statesmen are rare, and seldom can they
be persuaded to exercise this influence in the Legal Ethics classroom. Another solution had to be found.
The next step taken by the College of Law was to organize
a committee of community leaders and University personnel. The
roster for the committee included: the Honorable Henry Santo,
District Judge; the Honorable John Sanchez, Municipal Judge;
Dr. William W. McCaw, Jr., M.D., psychiatrist; Mr. Edward W.
Grout, Director of Parole, State of Colorado; Robert B. Yegge,
Esq., practicing attorney: Mr. Leo Gemma, Esq., Chief Probation Officer, Denver Juvenile Court; Franklin Thayer, Esq., Executive Attorney, the Denver Legal Aid Society; Yale Huffman, Esq., Assistant United States Attorney; Dave Manter, Esq., practicing attorney
(Mr. Huffman and Mr. Manter acting as representatives of the
student body of the College of Law); Dean Harold E. Hurst, College of Law; Professor Vance R. Dittman, Jr., College of Law; and
the author. This committee was charged with studying the prob-
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lems raised by the survey of attorneys and by the experience in
teaching legal ethics and with discovering some workable
means by which the College of Law could deal with these problems. Four factors became apparent from early committee meetings: First, there were no ready-made solutions. Second, any
approach the College of Law might adopt would necessarily be
completely experimental. Any experiment would be a success,
however, in that it would either reveal a solution to the problems
or it would reveal that the problems could not be solved. Both
would be valuable discoveries. Third, any solution must emphasize
personal contacts between law students and clientele of the typical
law office. Finally, the committee recognized the almost unbridged
gap between the practicing legal profession and other professions,
social and medical, whose ultimate goal is to solve or relieve
human misery.
The problems described above were not limited to the University of Denver College of Law. Similiar troubles had been
experienced by law schools across the nation.
Because of this growing concern, the National Legal Aid and
Defender Association was given a grant of $800,000 by the Ford
Foundation "for the improvement of legal clinic and internship
programs in law schools." This grant was announced in October
of 1959. The NLADA established the National Council on Legal
Clinics to administer the fund and Professor Howard Sacks of
the Northwestern University Law School was selected as its administrator.
Immediately following the public announcement of this fund
approximately seventy law schools, including the University of
Denver College of Law, expressed an interest in participating in
the project. But the terms of the announcement were vague,
perhaps purposely so, and following it a series of policy memorandums were issued which slowly developed in greater detail the
exact purpose of the experiment. Early in 1960 the National Council on Legal Clinics announced that the purpose of its project was
"to stimulate and assist law schools in the establishment or improvement of effective programs for the education of law students
in professional responsibility."
The University of Denver Committee recognized the close
parallel between the problems it was attempting to solve and the
research projects announced by the National Council on Legal
Clinics. Thus the committee turned its attentions to the University
of Denver proposal, directed to the National Council. Within a
few weeks, the committee was able to produce a final working
paper utilizing the ideas of the committee and the proposals of
the National Council. This document of the University of Denver
Committee was used as the rough draft for the proposal submitted
to the National Council on Legal Clinics.
The formal proposal to the National Council, prepared by the
University of Denver, drew heavily on the ideas developed from
committee and faculty discussions following the survey of lawyers.
On March 29, 1961, the National Council announced that the Uni-
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versity of Denver College of Law was one of six law schools4 across
the nation selected to receive the initial grants from this fund. The
award to the University of Denver was $32,500. The great experiment was launched.
III.

NATURE OF THE PROJECT

This grant to the College of Law is to be expended over a
three year span, and the subject of the experiment is to be the
day division class entering the study of law in September, 1961,
and graduating in June, 1964. Other classes will participate to a
lesser extent in the project.
There are three broad levels to the experimental structure.
(1)Formal Study-this involves classroom lectures, case study,
research, writing and assigned readings. (2) Internship Studya form of field work involving the students in direct contact with
the subjects covered by the formal studies. (3) Seminar Studyhere the field and classroom experiences are gathered and examined
by the group under the leadership of an expert in the area of the
study.
The development of this structure will be such that the student
will operate on all three levels simultaneously. This will continue
throughout the three years of formal legal education and will be
superimposed on and integrated with the regular curriculum.
The function of the structure will be to give to the law student professional experiences equivalent to the practical experience
had by physicians in their formal study. He will be shown the
broad spectrum of social problems faced by a professional man
to the end that his transition from law student to law practitioner
may be swift and profound.
IV. THE PROGRAM

To give the law student this background of experience, and
to help him gain a realistic awareness of the scope, responsibility
and importance of his professional role, these are the experimental
steps the College of Law proposes to follow:
A. Freshman Year
During the first two quarters of the student's freshman year
he will be taken to see social and legal institutions established in
Colorado to deal with important social problems. Prior to each trip
the student will be given information by representatives of the
4 The other five ore the law schools of: the University of Illinois; Willamette University; Northwestern University; Ohio State University and Temple University.
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institution as to its jurisdiction, function, goals and problems. At
the conclusion of the field trip he will be afforded an opportunity
to have answered, by an expert in the field, the questions which
have suggested themselves to him as a result of seeing the institution and its inhabitants. For example, the student will be taken
to the penitentiary at Canon City. Prior to this visit he will receive
background information concerning the institution. While there
he will have an opportunity to see every aspect of its operationfrom death row and its gas chamber to the pre-parole center and
its almost free men. After the visit, he will be given an opportunity
to raise and have answered by Warden Tinsley, an expert in the
field of penology, any questions he may have about what he has
seen and done. Other freshman-year trips include those to Juvenile
Hall in Denver, to the federal and state courts in Denver, to the
State Training School at Wheatridge and to the State Mental
Hospital at Pueblo.
Such trips are designed only to introduce the student to problem areas. They are preliminary exposures to later clinical experiences designed for study in depth.
The third quarter of the freshman year will involve the student with seminar study of the Canons of Professional Ethics and
the Canons of Judicial Ethics. These seminars will be conducted
on the basis of problem discussion after extensive reading of background materials from professional and non-professional sources.
Guest seminar leaders from the legal and other professions will
be used liberally in an effort to give the student a wide acquaintanceship with ethical problems confronting the practicing attorney.
B. Junior and Senior Years
During the student's second and third years of law study he
will participate in the internship program. For example, during
one quarter of this period he will be offered the Social Problems
Internship Block. From this clinic block he might elect to work
with Alcoholics Anonymous, with the Red Cross Disaster Unit,
,t the Citizens Mission (Skid Row), or with any number of other
organizations designed to deal with today's human problems. He
will read in the problem area and he will meet in seminars with
experts in the field. Then the student will participate in the particular institution, not merely as a casual visitor, but as a working
member of the staff.
The program is so designed that during each of five school
quarters the student will engage in the internship study and research. In each area he will select from a broad spectrum of working experiences. He must select some experience from each of the
internship or clinic blocks during each quarter of law study. The
time to be suent by the individual student in any clinic block will
vary according to the particular experience selected. As a rough
average, it is anticipated he will spend 20 working hours in the
institution, exclusive of the classroom element.
Briefly stated the five internship blocks are these:
1. Attorney-Client Block-The student will work in the Legal
Aid Society Office; he will try cases in the justice and municipal
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courts; he will work with various law enforcement agencies; he
will participate with practicing attorneys in the preparation and
trial of district court cases; he will work with the higher courts
to observe the decision-making process first hand.
2. Penological Block-The student will work in one of the
many correctional institutions in Colorado designed to incarcerate,
rehabilitate or otherwise deal with youths or adults whose actions
have involved them in the criminal processes of the state. The
student will work not only with the persons who administer these
institutions, but also with those who are the inmates.
3. Medical Block-The students will work with the practitioners
of the various branches of the medical profession. For example, a
student may perform work as a ward attendant in a home for the
mentally retarded. The student may take part in the staff conferences of a hospital for the criminally insane. He will serve in a
working capacity in some such institution in order to meet practicing medicine first-hand and on its own ground.
To illustrate-early this summer I volunteered myself as the
first guinea pig in the Medical Bloc. I arranged with one of the
mental health clinics in the Denver region to spend a day as an
observer. I was introduced to that portion of the staff that was
present early in the morning, and then I was free to mingle with
the patients or staff as I saw fit. I joined one of the groups and
stayed with it throughout the working day. At this particular institution the staff and patients are not distinguished by uniforms
or other external signs. Consequently, I passed the whole day under
the impression that one lady was a member of the staff. She later
proved to be one of the most ill of their patients. On the other hand
one of the staff psychiatrists assumed that I was a new patient and
treated me accordingly. At the close of the day I read the records
of a number of patients with whom I had been associating. To compare this professional diagnosis with my own guesswork was most
revealing and a completely deflating experience. Needless to say
it pointed out how completely wrong my lay diagnosis were in almost every case. But this was a valuable beginning for the education of a lawyer into the mysterious world of the mind. It upset
all of my well cherished notions concerning mental illness. This
same experience will be had by the law students. Then it will be
followed by an opportunity for the student to learn from the ex-
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perts in the field the true meaning of mental illness. Let it be made
clear at this point that our goal is not to train psychiatrists or
psychologists, but it is to train lawyers to have some correct information concerning mental illness and to have some first hand experience with it. This simple experience will not be a complete
education in mental health, but it will serve to open the eyes of the
student to what is being done in the field. His reactions, pro or con,
will be his own, but he can no longer claim the defense of a virginal
mind.
4. Social Problems Block-This block has been described above.
It involves the student in the missions and in the other private institions and agencies such as homes for unwed mothers, homes for
the aged and infirm, or the family service agencies. In each of these
clinic blocks an effort will be made to permit the student to select
his area of investigation from as broad a range of experiences as
the College of Law can gather and administer.
5. Community Service Block-During his senior year the student may participate with an outstanding practicing attorney or
jurist in his social, political and professional life. Through this
medium an effort will be made to broaden the student's cultural,
political, civic and leadership horizons. He will be exposed to the
contribution which the lawyer, as a leader, is expected to make to
his community. Because of the highly experimental nature of this
block, it will not be required, but will be on a voluntary basis.
The final quarter of study in the program will be built around
a seminar on Professional Responsibility. Here the student will
bring, together with other students, the results of his various clinical experiences. These multiple exposures will be tied together
and will be directly related to the legal profession's role in society.
It is in this seminar that problems such as the improvement of the
administration of justice through procedural reform, and other
problems of major concern to the bench and the bar will be discussed.
CONCLUSION

The goal of this program at the University of Denver College
of Law is to train young men and women for the practice of law
as a profession in the highest sense of the word-to introduce them
to the world in which they will practice, a world which is vastly
different from the world in which they were reared. These shocking experiences must be met gradually and intelligently to avoid
the possibility of the student shutting his eyes forever to the less
attractive aspects of his society and. thus ignoring the great responsibilities that are required of him as a member of a great profession, and not of a trade. Essential to this purpose is the inculcation
in the student of the three ethos of the Professional Responsibility
Program-Humility, Humanity and Horse Sense.
Should this experiment in Professional Education succeed, the
freshman class beginning its study of law in 1961 at the University
of Denver College of Law will be the first class from any law
school to graduate formally trained, not only in professional competence, but also in the role of tomorrow's community leaders, the
professionally responsible lawyer.
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THE VICTIMS' POINT OF VIEW
By
I.

JEROLD

D. CUMMINS*

PROFESSORS V. STUDENTS

In response to queries from incoming freshmen-"What is law
school like?"-it has been remarked by graduating seniors that
they were continually the objects of deadly assaults by the law
professors: "In the first year they try to scare you to death. The
second year they work you to death. And in the third year they
bore you to death." Evidently the editors of this journal thought
that the survivors of the battle between students and teachers
should, in fairness, be represented so as to present "the victims'
point of view." I must confess, however, that some of my remarks
may suggest to my student comrades that I have been all along
a spy from the other side. I can not in all honesty join in the
steady chorus of derision from the students that the trouble with
legal education is the teaching. A common refuge students take
when they receive a low grade in a subject or on the bar examination is that the whole trouble was the professor-either he didn't
cover everything, or he didn't make it interesting enough to work
hard. Now my answer to the first complaint-that the professor
didn't cover everything-is that the student should take it upon
himself to study what isn't covered in class. Sometimes this isn't
done because the student doesn't know there is a gap in his learning. Most casebooks cover the important areas in the law. The
student, once he knows where the right books can be found, should
not excuse himself for failure to delve deeply into these areas
merely because the professor didn't spend time on them in class.
Of course, before a student can strike out on his own he must
be informed of the existing treatises on the subject matter. Some
students who want to read outside the casebook are frustrated because they don't know what to read. Many teachers in their emphasis
on casebook law are so concerned with recommending that students
not rely on hornbooks and outlines that they keep secret from the
students the existence of good legal literature. Holmes' The Common Law could be recommended reading in many courses but
seldom is. Freshmen should be required to read a few law review
articles at the very beginning of their law school careers. The importance of outside reading references cannot be overstressed.
The other complaint I hear from students-that some professors
don't make the s u b j e c t interesting - does not seem to me to
be a valid reason for not doing well. As one philosopher said,
"There are no uninteresting things in the world-only uninterested
people." If the students do not have sufficient interest to learn the
law, they have no reason to be in law school and should not become
lawyers. Some legal subjects will be less exciting than others, but
that is no excuse for not understanding these principles. It is helpful if a professor can make the subject interesting, and he should
strive to do. so, but I do not see how any moral blame can be attached to a professor who does not. Good lawyers are dependent
*Recent graduate of the University of Denver College of Law; presently engaged in graduate study
at Columbia University.
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upon themselves to acquire knowledge of the law, and law students
should adopt the same attitude.
I am not saying that law professors are dispensable. There
are two very important contributions they can and should make:
(1) a critical sense, and (2) inspiration.
A. Critical Sense in the Law
A "critical sense" is the ability to take up a case and analyze it
-what the rule of law is, what is only dictum, how the court makes
use of or refuses to make use of precedent, and to criticize the
holding or reasoning if possible. In a good opinion all subtle reasoning should be explored (a facet beginning students have a
tendency to miss). It also helps for students to contemplate the
policy behind the rule of law by having the professor change the
facts to see if the legal principle should be qualified. The professor
should not be the answer-man, rather he should be wise enough to
ask the right questions. This is done to some extent of course by all
teachers, but if I were to attempt to give any constructive criticism,
I would say that less emphasis should be placed on trying to "cover
the field" and more emphasis on tearing cases apart. I have gotten
far more thinking done by being subjected to the socratic teacherstudent inquisition than by listening to every case being briefed
one after the other with little discussion. The students who have
read the case don't require a windy rehash and those who haven't
should not get it second hand. Here again, blame may be laid
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on some students who are unwilling to be taught in this manner.
There is often a desire on their part to know the law in order to
pass the bar examination, rather than to acquire skills.' Law may
be what the courts declare it to be, but a student should know more.
He should be able to make a good case out of what he thinks the
law should be.
In addition to analytical skills a student should be taught to
use correct legal terminology, not to enable him "to sound like a
lawyer," but because precise speech will aid in the elimination of
cloudy thinking.
There is too much compartmentalization of law as it is taught.
If a student taking Torts starts talking of respondeat superior as
being based on the idea of agency (i.e., an employer has given his
employee the authority to commit a tort), he should be corrected
immediately. Much harm may result if the teacher lets it go and
thinks to himself. "Well, he'll be straightened out when he takes
Agency." The student may never take Agency; even if he does,
such erroneous concepts may become so well stablished in the
student's mind that they will never be erased.
More use should be made of the Restatement. Unfortunately,
teachers regard the Restatement as too abstract to be helpful.
They insist that the common law is case law and that students
will not see how law develops if they read crystallized statements
of what someone thinks the law should be. Admittedly, the Restatement often sounds like a deaf man answering questions that
no one has asked. The value in it that is overlooked is its consistent and almost scientific terminology. It was a help for me as a
freshman taking Contracts, when finding courts talking about the
"meeting of the minds," to translate this into the Restatement
terms of "outward manifestations of assent," and an offer as
"creating in the offeree a power to create a contract by acceptance." The Restatement should be recommended to students more
often than it is in order to develop a sense of effective legal language (if nothing else). What I am suggesting is that professors
might make an effort to blend their subject into the whole of the
law by correcting their misuse of terms, even though the term is
not directly involved in the course.
A student is never adequately exposed to legal history. I have
already mentioned that most law students don't know of the existence of much good literature of the law. Many students are so
hazy on legal history that they think that the King's Bench and
the Queen's Bench are two different courts. A few outside reading
assignments from Plucknett or Radin might do wonders.
B. Inspiration in the Law
The next important contribution professors of the law can
make is inspiration. If a teacher can set an example of intellectual
excellence, he can make the study of law a stimulating challenge. A
student who has any personal pride will always work harder for a
professor whom he feels has a deep love for and superior knowledge
of the law.
1 These students can be identified by their incessant question, "Professor,
state on that?".

what is the rule in our
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Perhaps a majority of students can never be inspired very
much, but there are always some who are capable of having a burning determination to play an important part in formulating the
rules by which men will be governed. Every great lawyer and great
judge has given credit to some law professor who inspired him
early in life to see greatness in the law.
II.

LEGAL CRAFTS

The average student does not gain sufficient experience in using
the law library. It is not enough to require students to take a
course in legal research. One becomes adept in research only over
a long period of time. If in every course there were a research
paper required (not necessarily a long "term paper"), a student
would soon learn how to use the library in an efficient manner in
every subject area. The only students who seem to have any ability in using the resources of the library are usually the students
on the law review staff.
As far as the other skills needed by a lawyer are concerned, I
believe that practice courses such as Legal Aid and Municipal
Court Practice are valuable in providing experience in handling
actual cases. Although there is not much diversity in the type of
cases handled, the experience of court appearances can instill the
confidence and poise sorely needed in the first years of practice.
It has always been questioned whether law schools should
provide more apprenticeship-type courses, such as courses in drafting and trial tactics. Whether formal courses on such topics are
worth the trouble, I am not experienced enough in the practice of
law to know. Experienced lawyers are not in agreement. 2 I have a
suspicion, however, that such knowledge is best obtained from experience and can never be taught successfully in a classroom. Besides, law practice has become so specialized that it would be impossible to adequately cover every important field so that a graduate could expect to compete on an equal ground with veterans. Perhaps the main benefit of having apprenticeship courses would be to
somewhat ease the feeling of panic a neophyte lawyer has when he
handles his first cases.
2 Compare

907 (1952),

Cantrall, Low Schools and the Lawyers; Is Legal Education Doing Its Job? 38 A.B.A.J.

with answers by Ritler in 39 A.B.A.J. 69 (1953) and McClain in 39 A.B.A.J. 120 (1953).
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III. NON-LEGAL COURSES IN LAW

SCHOOL?

The question has been raised as to whether law schools should
put the teaching of law on broader grounds by bringing more soc.ological, economic, and medical studies into the curriculum. I believe
that such a change is needed. It is true that three years is not really
time enough to learn even the important legal subjects. (The best
solution is to make law school a four year program.) Nevertheless,
it is apparent that the case method of teaching is not adequate if a
law student is to understand just how effective the law is in a
rapidly changing society and where reforms in the law zre and will
be needed. The two new freshmen courses being offered this year
at the University of Denver College of Law-"Man, Law and
Society" and the three year program in "Professional Responsibility" (in which field work will be stressed) -appear to fill a
long existing need in a law school curriculum. Most students
spend so much time in their casebook study that they have little
notion of the law as a living force in the world around them.
They study all the definitions of crime, but seldom visit a penal
institution; they hear of insanity, but never see a mental hospital;
they know that law is practiced all about them, but delay participation in it until they are thrown into its midst at graduation.
One non-legal course highly regarded by the students is the
course in the principles of accounting. A law school that does not
require a course in accounting, either as a pre-law requisite to
law school admission or as a remedial course, is blind to the facts
of life. Nearly all lawyers encounter problems where an understanding of accounting principles is vital. It is difficult to see
how a student without knowledge of accounting can take a course
in corporation law and understand it. Nevertheless, some law
schools have not dealt with this unfortunate deficiency.
IV.

BAR EXAMINATIONS

Whether bar examinations are fair and adequate, whether
they should be modified for the ease and convenience of the student (as by having the examination in three installments, one at
the end of each year in law school), or whether they should be dispensed with altogether, has been debated for some time. I rarely
ear, however, much comment on what I regard as its greatest
value to the applicant-student as distinguished from its value to
the bar as a means of weeding out undesirables. I am convinced
that my legal education would have been incomplete without a bar
examination. Its value lies in the fact that the applicant is forced
to learn principles of law in the courses he did not have time to
take, and to review the courses he did take. But "review" is not quite
the right word because the process is one of "new" learning. One
cannot step into the same river of law twice-neither the person
nor the law is quite the same. To take an example, the course in
Domestic Relations as it appears to a freshman contains much
confusion, especially as to the issues of jurisdiction and conflicting
state laws. After having had courses in conflict of laws and procedure, the graduating senior, in reviewing for the bar examination, sees and understands much he missed as a freshman. What
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was once a blur is now brought into focus. A bar examination at
the completion of the three years of study requires a student,
for perhaps the only time in his career, to step back and examine
the law as a whole rather than as a series of compartments
as represented by individual courses and casebooks. This particular
student believes that the bar examination is a worthwhile ordeal of
much pedagogical value and should remain.
CONCLUSION

There is no dispute that law schools today bear a major responsibility in American legal education; so do they enjoy whatever opportunity there may be in the undertaking of its improvement. The legal profession, too, has substantial power in the
premises, and by the same token shares the responsibility for the
objectives, scope, content and technique of legal education. But it
cannot be over-emphasized that learning, in the last analysis, depends upon the individual student's willingness to dive deep into
the depths of the law; and that a life-long education is the price a
man must pay to become a really complete lawyer.
It has been said:
Costly apparatus and splendid cabinets have no magical
power to make scholars. In all circumstances, as a man
is, under God, the master of his own fortune, so is he the
maker of her own mind. The creator has so constituted the
human intellect that it can grow by its own action only;
and by its own action it will certainly and necessarily
grow. Every man must therefore, educate himself. His
book and teacher are but helps; the work is his,'
3 Writings by Daniel Webster. Clark, Great Sayings by Great Lawyers, 754 (1945).
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